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ABSTRACT

Members of online health communities post and discuss valuable information about both their health and their peers’ health. When mining the content of health forums, one step that has received little attention thus far is to detect whether a disorder mentioned in a post can be attributed to its author. This information has the potential to enhance tasks such as adverse drug event detection and more generally association rule discovery over health forums. This paper presents a supervised method to learn disorder attribution labels in forum posts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As online health communities become increasingly relevant as a source for biomedical knowledge [12, 5, 16, 18], extracting modifiers associated with health term mentions can improve the reliability and performance of text mining activities. Examples of such modifiers include negation (e.g., the disorder “nausea” is negated in the statement “I never had any nausea when I had chemo”), uncertainty (the presence of the disorder “lymphedema” is uncertain in the statement “This could be lymphedema”), and temporality (the disorder “breast cancer” started approximately two years from the post’s time in “I was diagnosed with breast cancer two years ago”). In this paper, we focus on the task of attribution of disorder mentions. We define the attribution of a disorder mention to be either Personal (i.e., the disorder can be attributed to the author of the post), Someone Else (i.e., the author of the post mentioned someone else’s disorder), or General (i.e., the post mentions a disorder as an abstract entity, not instantiated for any individual).

Earlier work on attribution labeling in general-domain natural language processing has addressed tasks like identifying opinion holders [2, 9] and distinguishing between subjective and objective sentences [14]. In the clinical domain, regular expressions and classification systems have been used to categorize conditions mentioned in patient notes as experienced by a patient or not (e.g., a family member) [7, 17, 10]. Recent work in public health informatics has looked at extracting flu infection-related Twitter data and classifying it into Self- vs. Other-related using Twitter-specific features and part-of-speech templates [11]. Within health forums, because there is much dialogue amongst community members, the prevalence of disorder mentions not attributed to the members themselves can be quite high. We argue disorder attribution is a critical step when learning association rules across community members. We present a novel method of identifying attribution of individual mentions of disorders within a post that relies on lexical and syntactic features and incorporates information gathered from unlabeled data into its training.

2. METHODS

The goal of the attribution labeling is as follows. Given a span of text representing a disorder mention, classify its attribution as Personal, Someone Else, or General. We cast the problem as two supervised tasks: (i) classify a disorder mention as General vs. Specific (where Specific means either Personal and Someone Else); and (ii) classify a disorder mention as Personal vs. Someone Else. In this section, we describe the dataset and annotation process used for the task, and the features used in the classification tasks.

2.1 Data Collection and Annotation

2.1.1 Forum Data

Following ethical guidelines for processing online patient data [6], the data used in these experiments was collected from breastcancer.org, a publicly available breast cancer forum with a large number of participants. Data was collected from the 17 most popular subforums of the site as of 2010, resulting in approximately 26,000 threads and 524,000 posts [8]. A subset of 1,000 posts was selected for manual annotation. The 1,000 posts were chosen from all 17 subforums, and as such represent a wide range of topics,
from treatments and decision making to emotional support to discussions about daily life as a cancer patient and survivor.

2.1.2 Disorder Span Annotation

A disorder was defined as any disease, symptom, or finding that can be found in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [1] under the Disorder semantic group [3]. Because the language of online health communities contains many lexical variants of UMLS disorders that are not covered by the UMLS, we allowed for other spans of texts to be annotated as disorders whenever necessary, as long as they were consistent with the definition of disorder, as provided by the UMLS. Signs of health and normal test results were included (e.g., “I got a normal mammogram”, “I am normal weight”). We added a constraint that disorders be parts of noun phrases, (e.g., a noun but also standalone adjectives and gerunds). Modifiers were only included in the case of type, test result indicator, parts of official findings (e.g., “ER/PR +”, “stage 1 infiltrating ductal carcinoma”) and idiomatic prepositional phrases (e.g., “shortness of breath”). Importantly, disorder mentions did not need to refer to specific patients (e.g., “cancer clinic”, “patients with angioedema”).

2.1.3 Disorder Attributions Annotation

There were three labels for attributions: General, Personal, and Someone Else. The General label was used for any disorder mention not tied to a specific individual (e.g., “cancer clinic”). Personal refers to a disorder experienced by the author of the post (e.g., “I have breast cancer”). The label Someone Else was used for any other disorder mentions tied to specific individuals other than the author of the post (e.g., “My husband had terrible leg pain”), as well as questions posed to other members (e.g., “Is there anyone here who has had leg pain with Tamoxifen?”)

The labels Personal and Someone Else were not used where a disorder mention was negated. For example, all three statements “I don’t have lymphedema” and “I don’t think I have lymphedema”, and “She doesn’t have any lymphedema” were labeled General. Mentions of disorders with uncertainty were labeled according to their regular categories. For example, “I wonder if I have lymphedema” and “I think she has lymphedema” were annotated as Personal and Someone Else respectively.

In a small subset of the data, users posted to the forum as a proxy for an identified patient, often a mother or sister who did not have access to the forum. In these cases, to preserve the integrity of the labels, the Personal label was used when talking about the identified patient, and the Someone Else label applied to anything the poster said about themselves. If the poster referred to having breast cancer herself, the post was not considered a proxy post.

Figure 1 shows an example of annotated disorder mentions in context. The 1,000 posts were annotated by two annotators independently and then adjudicated in the open for the annotators to resolve any differences, both in the disorder spans and the attribution labeling. Overall, 762 of these posts had at least one disorder mention, for a total of 2,845 total annotations: 1,106 General, 1,446 Personal, and 293 Someone Else.

2.2 Features

We experimented with three sets of features:

- **Bag-of-Word Window** bag of words for any unigram appearing within a 5-word window on either side of the disorder span (the disorder span itself is not part of the feature set).
- **Word Clusters** word cluster assignments within the sentence/paragraph/post of disorder mention. The word clusters are obtained from a class-based n-gram language model over the unlabeled forum dataset.

- **Lexico-syntactic Features** features derived from a parsed version of the sentence where a disorder mention occurs.

2.2.1 Word Clusters

The goal of word clusters is to incorporate a dimension reduction step and a generalization approach on top of the bag-of-word features. The word clusters are obtained through mining a large dataset (in our case, the entire unlabeled dataset, which consists of 523,000 posts and over 10 million words after removing stop words and punctuation marks). We rely on the clustering algorithm proposed in [4]. The method, inspired by language modeling, seeks to group together words that appear in similar local contexts.

As such, it is highly relevant for extraction tasks, and has been used for news tagging [13] as well as biomedical named entity recognition [15].

Each cluster starts with a single word; clusters are merged so as to maximize the probability of the language model. The clustering generates a dendogram, where the leaves correspond to the words and intermediate nodes are merged sub-clusters. As such, one can leverage the clusters at different depths, corresponding to different granularities. In this work, we experimented with depths 8, 10, and 12 as in [13]. Only words with frequency over 10 in the overall dataset were considered.

The produced word clusters are useful in identifying and grouping lexical variants of similar concepts, and as such provide higher-level representation over bag of words, all the while incorporating variants from a large dataset (523,000 posts) and mitigating the small size of the annotated dataset (1,000 posts). For instance, one word cluster contained misspellings of different medication terms (e.g., abraxene, abraxane, abraxane, arimism, arimidex, arimidex, arimidex, carbo, carboplatin, falsodex, faslodex, taxotere and taxoterrile).

For a given disorder mention appearing in a unit (we experimented with units as sentence, paragraph, and post), cluster-based features are computed as the normalized number of words in the unit assigned to particular clusters.

2.2.2 Lexico-Syntactic Features

To augment word cluster data for what was expected to be the less context-dependent task of classifying Personal...
Cluster Size | Words in Cluster
---|---
18 | dad, grandmother, law's, maternal, uncles, aunts, paternal, cousins, father, brother, parents, father's, aunt, passed, cousin, law, dad's, died
5 | ovarian, history, cancers, factors, factor
1 | love
1 | family
98 | y'all, pls, sista, xxxx, teresa, kate, buddy, jax, jodi, carole, alice, ...
12 | wants, recently, figure, concerned, question, worried, mention, wondering, mentioned, line, similar, wonder
18 | hoax, nccn, gls, violate, petition, pi, 1988, mbc, itunes, lop, timtam, sarcoma, pdf, surveillance, $ed, app, launched, seer
27 | brca1, predictive, mutations, engineering, genetics, carriers, mutation, genetic, triple, inherited, braca, accuracy, 'triple, hx, brca2, genes, predisposition, variations, chemosensitivity, brac, brca, gene, ...
10 | survivor, events, men, alive, mark, survivors, fought, survived, survive, event
8 | ladies, boards, thread, advice, posts, helpful, board, posted

Table 1: Ranked most discriminative clusters for distinguishing **Personal vs. Someone Else** when restricted to cluster features at the sentence level with cluster tree depth of 10. Direct reference to another person appears to be a key distinguishing feature.

Cluster Size | Words in Cluster
---|---
8 | findings, data, study, evidence, reported, patients, studies, researchers
33 | lowers, drastically, associated, significantly, reductions, reduce, rate, decrease, reducing, increased, preventing, loading, interferes, decreases, increase, reduction, decreased, increasing, upping, higher, greater, ...
9 | prevent, non, form, addition, certain, avoid, including, known, example
17 | impact, function, protect, improved, ability, lead, affects, lack, blame, immune, kill, causes, hormones, affect, thyroid, bodies, improve
3 | diagnosis, dx, diagnosed
1 | risk
27 | limited, alternatives, carefully, appropriate, individual, names, directly, proper, specifically, setting, various, correctly, adequate, refer, kinds, lacking, familiar, sufficient, vaguely, properly, uses, particular, vividly, procedures, types, specific, base
9 | believe, point, reason, important, sense, making, difference, fact, mean
4 | need, make, want, people
3 | did, got, went

Table 2: Ranked most discriminative clusters for distinguishing **General vs. Specific** when restricted to cluster features at the sentence level with cluster tree depth of 10.

vs. **Someone Else**, the annotated dataset was parsed using OpenNLP English Treebank parser. A set of lexico-syntactic features was computed as follows:
- Value of PRP$ in same NP or VP as item
- Subject of clause if PRP (NP inside same S as item)
- Total number of PRP$ of each type in the same S as item
- Total number of PRP of each type in the same S as item
- Yes/no: RB={no, not, n’t} in same VP as item
- Yes/no: RB = {no, not, n’t} in same S as item

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two SVM classifiers were trained and evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. We constructed test and train splits by randomly assigning items in order to reach roughly balanced folds across labels. The clusters at tree depths 8, 10, and 12 at the sentence, paragraph, and post levels produced 9,464 features.

Tables 3 and 4 shows the performance across each subtask for three systems (along with 95% CI): a baseline model with bag of word features, a model augmented with the word clusters as described above, and a model augmented with parse features. In both subtasks, the full set of features yielded significant improvement in overall accuracy, as well as label-specific precisions and recalls.

Tables 1 and 2 show for informative purposes the top-10 cluster-based features discriminative towards each classification according to a chi-square feature selection step (there was no feature selection step carried out in the SVM) for the cluster-based features when limited to the sentence level with a tree depth of 10. We note that for the **General vs. Specific** classification, clusters of words which were typically used in research articles discussed in the forum have a high discriminatory power towards **General**, while words like “did” and “got” are more indicative of a **Specific** disorder mention. For the **Personal vs. Someone Else** classification, direct reference to another person was highly discriminative (either through a family reference like “mom” or addressing peers as in “y’all”).

As expected, the lexico-syntactic features contributed to the **Personal vs. Someone Else** classification, and to a lesser extent the **General vs. Specific** classification. Classification without clustering (i.e., baseline+parse) did not yield any improvement over the baseline classification.

---

1 We used the SVMlight package.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>accuracy</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>73.32 ± 3.46</td>
<td>66.17 ± 3.56</td>
<td>64.65 ± 3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+clustering</td>
<td>77.46 ± 1.15</td>
<td>70.84 ± 1.76</td>
<td>71.61 ± 1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+parse</td>
<td>77.68 ± 1.58</td>
<td>70.81 ± 2.32</td>
<td>72.69 ± 2.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: General vs. Specific performance with 95% confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>accuracy</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>84.01 ± 2.10</td>
<td>91.09 ± 1.36</td>
<td>89.55 ± 1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+clustering</td>
<td>88.78 ± 1.52</td>
<td>93.21 ± 1.46</td>
<td>93.36 ± 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+parse</td>
<td>90.39 ± 1.93</td>
<td>93.98 ± 1.54</td>
<td>94.53 ± 1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Personal vs. Someone Else performance with 95% confidence interval.

4. CONCLUSION

Sophisticated data mining on the vast range of drug, disease, and side effect information contained in online health forum data will require the ability to organize this data by the patients it refers to and separate the general from the specific. As a first step, we classify disorder mentions (including side effects, symptoms, and findings) in two subtasks: General vs. Specific, and Personal vs. Someone Else. SVM classifiers augmented with word clusters obtained from unlabeled data and with lexico-syntactic features significantly outperform a bag-of-words SVM baseline. The system’s performance indicates attribution can be uncovered from health forum data and is accurate enough to be leveraged for further analysis.
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ABSTRACT
There is a global trend towards the use of Internet to find health information. Health consumers nowadays have access to a wide range of online resources spread over traditional websites and social media. Finding trustworthy social media is increasingly challenging, despite the increased effort of health authorities and other trustworthy individuals and organizations to produce high quality social media. Misleading and harmful content, such as promoting anorexia as lifestyle or macabre amputations, is often very popular hindering the visibility of high quality online resources. In this dissertation, I studied the challenges that need to be faced to facilitate the retrieval of trustworthy health social media. This paper summarizes seven sets of studies that have been published in 10 papers over the last six years. In addition, I discuss future research areas for the retrieval of high quality health social media.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Health; H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: information filtering, Content Analysis and Indexing;

General Terms

Keywords
eHealth, Telemedicine, Social Media, YouTube, Information Retrieval, Social Networks

1. INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is addressing the problem of health social media overload, especially with regards of online videos. The use of social media to disseminate health information is not new since online forums of patients have been used since late 1990s. However, in the recent years there has been an explosion of the amount of health social media. For example, YouTube was created in 2005 and nowadays hundreds of US and European hospitals have published hundreds thousands of health videos [2, 14]. This increase on the rise of online health information is driven by the demand. Most online adults in Europe and USA are using Internet as a source of health information [17, 20], and the trend is also emerging in countries such as China and Brazil [19].

Health consumers can be overwhelmed by the amount of available information, and also by the difficulty of identifying misleading content. The concept of quality content is very complex in the health domain since it includes many aspects (e.g., technical aspects, esthetics, relevance, credibility) [11]. One of the major concerns is the appearance of social media that provides harmful information, such as advice for loosing weight by means of water fasting [18]. That misleading content can be of very good technical quality. It is also common to find videos with “doctors” justifying that vaccination causes autism. What is more, that misleading content is often more popular in social media platforms than content from trustworthy health authorities [15].

General web information retrieval approaches are not specifically designed for the complexity of the health domain. The quality of results retrieved by major search engines has been widely contested, including search of content in social media platforms such as YouTube [1, 15]. Normally, generic web information retrieval systems are trying to accommodate the information needs and curiosity of the more general public. For example, videos with conspiracy theories about vaccination (e.g. vaccination for population control) are highly ranked in search results about vaccination. There are also web information retrieval approaches designed for the health domain, such as the WRAPIN participated by the Health on the Net Foundation [12]. However, those rely mainly on the manual evaluation of the content providers and therefore they face major scalability issues [3].

As a health consumer who actively had to search for online health information for my loved ones, I was thrilled to understand why “good” health social media was very hard to find. As a computer science researcher, I was also thrilled to explore new approaches to find high quality health social media. In order to conduct my PhD, I had to address the following research gaps.

The novelty of health social media: this PhD project started in the year 2007 when most social media platforms were still emerging. For example, YouTube was only two years old. At that time very little was known about the use of YouTube in the health domain. When I published my first paper on YouTube (2008) only 13 papers were published about the subject, nowadays more than 85 papers have been indexed in PubMed (medical research database). Similar lack of knowledge was common in all the aspects of health social media.

The lack of technical studies focusing on finding health social media: there is a wide range of possible technical solutions to facilitate the retrieval of social media (e.g., NLP, Link Analysis, etc.). However, very few studies have been addressing how to apply those techniques to facilitate the retrieval of health social media. Nevertheless, advanced computing techniques have been used to model and monitor health aspects from social media (e.g. detecting flu epidemics from social media streams [6]).

Trust-based metrics for retrieving health social media: in the health domain trustworthiness has been normally referring to the credibility of the messenger in terms of whether he or she is qualified. That approach in the online context has been extrapolated to “quality labels and certificates”. Here the research
gap is related to the lack of studies addressing the influence of social network metrics as indicator of the trustworthiness of health social media. Noteworthy, there are some studies showing that online patients' communities are able to filter misleading health information posted within their communities [5].

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The overall research question is “How computing techniques can be adapted to find trustworthy health social media?” This broad research question can be subdivided in the following questions. The first three research questions were aiming at increasing the understanding of the problems related to the retrieval of health social media, while the last research question is aiming at evaluating the feasibility of a possible approach:

RQ1.) Which are the current challenges of finding health social media and videos in particular?

This research question is aiming at characterizing aspects related to the current use of health social media for the retrieval of trustworthy content. Among other aspects, it includes the study of quality metrics and human factors.

RQ2.) Which are the technical solutions for modeling and characterizing health social media?

This research question is addressing the need of an overview of the technical solutions available for modeling health social media, which is a crucial part for the retrieval process. These technical solutions are also constrained by socio-ethical aspects such as privacy.

RQ3.) How can Social Network Analysis be used to extract information about the characteristics of health social media?

This research question was defined to explore how social network analysis could be applied to online health communities. The goal is to use social network analysis to extract metrics and characteristics about the social influences, such as trust, among the communities’ members.

RQ4.) Can trust-based metrics improve the retrieval of social videos about diabetes?

This research question explored how a trust-based metric derived from the social network analysis can be used to enhance the retrieval of health social media. As case study, I tested the metric to retrieve diabetes videos from YouTube.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

The research carried out in this dissertation had a major multidisciplinary component. Since the area of health social media is immature and continuously evolving, it was nearly impossible to gather all the background knowledge without setting up multiple studies. These studies required in many cases the collaboration of experts from different disciplines (e.g. anthropologists, public health experts, psychologist, medical doctors, data mining experts, patients’ advocates, etc.). Not surprisingly, there is a wide range of research methodologies applied in the studies presented in this dissertation, which are discussed in the dissertation papers [4, 7–11, 13, 16, 21, 23].

4. Studies and Key Results

4.1 RQ1.): Characterization of the use of health social videos.

The study of the characteristics of the metadata of health social media is crucial for any research aiming at improving the retrieval process. The first study (RQ1.Study 1) looked at the disclosure of private health information in YouTube videos about multiple sclerosis [7], that information could potentially be used for modeling users and videos. That study was complemented with another experiment with regards of the use of medical terminology in YouTube’s surgery videos [16].

Another major challenge addressed in this research question was the lack of consensus with regards of the definition of quality within health social media and videos in particular. In the study RQ1.Study 2, we performed a systematic review of published papers about online health videos in order to identify the most commonly mentioned quality features [11].

The understanding of human factors involved in the creation and dissemination of social media is essential. For that reason, we performed the RQ1.Study 3 consisting the analysis of videos from patients who are sharing about their disease in YouTube [13]. The authors of those videos were asked to report their motivations. I analyzed those videos with the collaboration of several psychologist researchers. Finally, the RQ1.Study 4 was aiming at comparing the features of misleading videos promoting anorexia against informative videos [21].

4.1.1 Key results

RQ1.S1: the 20% of comments on Multiple Sclerosis videos contained personal health information

RQ1.S1: 5% of the tags of surgery videos on YouTube were exact match to standardized medical thesauri.

RQ1.S2: we identified 17 quality features of online health videos. The most common criteria were related to the credibility of the content.

RQ1.S3: patients were mainly motivated to start publishing videos online due to lack of patient-oriented content. The main motivation to keep posting was the social support related to belonging to a community.

RQ1.S4: informative videos about anorexia had more views and were more prevalent than misleading content. However, misleading videos had better ratings and higher viewer engagement (e.g., more favorites, more ratings per view).

4.2 RQ2.): Extracting information from Health Social Media

A very wide range of technologies can be used to extract information from health social networks and eventually be used for modeling content and users. The RQ2.Study 1 was designed as multidisciplinary review study aimed at identifying different technical solutions for extracting information from health social network [10], including also socio-ethical aspects.

4.2.1 Key Results

RQ2.S1: there are many technical approaches that can be used to model users and content within health social networks. These include artificial vision, NLP, link analysis, etc. Many of those techniques will face major socio-ethical challenges due to privacy concerns (e.g. modeling health risk behaviors). The use of social network analysis seems to be the most promising way to extract information about trustworthiness within health social networks without major privacy concerns.

4.2.2 Health Social Network Analysis

Based on the results of the RQ2, I decided to further explore how social network analysis could be used to extract characteristics
from online social networks, especially those related to trust. The RQ3.Study 1 aimed at studying the network dynamics and influences within antagonist social networks related to anorexia, including sub-communities promoting misleading and disinforming. The study was complemented with the RQ3.Study 2 at aiming at studying the characteristics of diabetes communities. In this study the focus was on the structure of the networks and the features of the most trusted members.

Key Results

RQ3.S1: The social network analysis of communities promoting anorexia and their informative counterpart showed that those networks are clearly separated but intermingle. The best parameters to predict the pertinence to misleading or informative sub-communities were the social ties (e.g. contacts). Textual content (e.g. tags) had limited predictive value since both communities used in many cases same tags.

RQ3.S2: The study of the structure of several online communities about diabetes, we found a similar network structure. The combination of social network analysis with the available health and demographic information of the members showed that the most experienced diabetes (i.e. time from diagnosis) users were the top influencers.

4.3 RQ4): Trust-based retrieval of diabetes videos

I decided to explore if using a metric related to the trustworthiness of the content provider within a health community could be used to improve the retrieval of diabetes videos. In the RQ3.Study 1 [8, 9], we extracted the authoritative scores (using HITS) of YouTube’s members publishing videos about diabetes. The authorities’ scores were integrated into a metric called HealthTrust. With the help of diabetes patients and professionals, I compared the search results for diabetes related videos ranked by YouTube’s relevance against another ranking based on HealthTrust.

Key Results

RQ4.S1: the use of the metric HealthTrust to rank search results about diabetes videos performed significantly better than using the relevance ranking of YouTube. HealthTrust performed better by avoiding the most misleading videos (e.g. gruesome amputations) that were very popular on YouTube but could have been shocking for most patients.

5. DISCUSSION

The use of social networks metrics to enhance the retrieval of trustworthiness in social media appears to be effective. This is not very surprising since research shows that online communities of patients can be very effective at filtering misleading information [5]. However, this approach will face major challenges related to the identification of sub-communities promoting misleading information. In the feasibility evaluation of HealthTrust, we clearly identified that there is room for improvement of the currently available information retrieval tools, since they are not correctly satisfying the information needs of users on need of trustworthy health information.

It also appears that in many cases popularity metrics can promote misleading health information. In the study of pro-anorexia videos it was found that popularity is higher in harmful videos. In the study of HealthTrust, it was also found that gruesome videos were highly ranked by YouTube, and again very popular in terms of views. The success of HealthTrust appears to have been caused by anchoring the social network analysis to the health community.

Another finding of this dissertation is a mismatch between the quality of informative health social media and the trustworthiness of its content. Misleading or harmful content in many cases had better non-health-related quality features (e.g., engagement with viewership, descriptions, metadata, and esthetics). There is a need for better health communication strategies adapted to the nature of social media, as it is already addressed by some public health authorities.

5.1 Limitations

There are many small limitations in each of the studies presented in this dissertation. I present here the major limitations (see published papers for detailed description of the limitations). The characterization of the use of health social media is still a work-in-progress and will require a major research effort in the following years. Our knowledge of the driving forces is still very limited and this dissertation only covers a small part of the phenomena. There are many studies warning about the quality issues of finding health social media, but very few studies focus on proving computing solutions to that challenge.

The studies presented in this dissertation are addressing a wide range of health areas: anorexia, multiple sclerosis, diabetes and surgery. Since each health problem is completely different we need to be very careful not to draw general conclusions. Another limitation of this dissertation is the lack of studies addressing the improvement of health outcomes. Future research needs to be conducted to prove if better access to health social media can improve health.

The main contribution, the HealthTrust metric for improving retrieval of diabetes videos, was tested using a controlled setting were the patients and professionals were asked to rate the research results of several queries selected beforehand. That evaluation is not the optimal one, which would have required the development of a web portal, so subjects can search in real life settings.

5.2 Future Work

The next step in this research effort will be the integration of the metric HealthTrust in a real web portal in order to better evaluate the performance of the algorithm. That research is already on going but preliminary results are not yet available.

The study of how misleading health communities have high popularity and visibility in social media is a very promising area for future research. That research will not only help to filter out that misleading content, but also provide guidelines to health authorities that are using social media for health promotion. The societal implications of that research are enormous since misleading information enhanced by social media is already affecting the vaccination rates in many countries, which is ultimately leading to increased mortality in children.

The metric HealthTrust was only evaluated in the case of diabetes where there are not clear sub-communities promoting misleading health information. The next step will be to design trust-based metrics that take into consideration the complete health communities ecosystem. In addition, it will be possible to explore the personalization of trust-based metrics based on multi-level health interests of the users (e.g. cardiac nurse who is the mother of a child with diabetes).
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ABSTRACT
Medical information retrieval systems support health care experts in diagnostic and treatment decisions through the management of large amounts of clinical data. However, the ever growing data produced in medical environments and the proficiency of non-professional users pose several challenges to a retrieval system.

In this paper, we propose a medical retrieval system, supporting semantic multimodal queries for medical case-based search. The system explores many of the commodities available in commercial search engines and provides the user with key tools to support medical information discovery: multimodal queries and semantic suggestions of medical terms. It is build upon state-of-the-art information retrieval and data fusion techniques. We also propose a new data-fusion technique, which we called Inverted Squared Rank (ISR), to better deal with the combination of ranked lists from various heterogeneous systems: similar to Reciprocal Rank Fusion approaches like RR [10] and RRF [3]. The proposed rank fusion method outperforms RR and RRF in most measures and is particularly better on the top 10 results.

The system is at http://medical.novasearch.org/
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assisted query, search interfaces, multimodal fusion, multimodal medical retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION
Search engines are often a key tool for both healthcare professionals and laypeople when investigating medical cases. Case-based retrieval systems can support healthcare users in many ways - suggesting new publications, exploring similar symptoms/conditions, confirming a diagnosis, etc.

We propose a search engine focused on usability and usefulness, not only for health professionals but also accessible to laypeople. At the heart of a case-base retrieval system is the support for rich queries with heterogeneous data. Textual queries can include a long descriptions of the patient condition and images often provide additional information that is difficult to convey in textual queries. For instance, medical images capture the actual exams (e.g. x-ray, MRI) providing exact visual information about the patient (e.g. position of a mass on an MRI). Thus, we designed the system in a flexible way to support multiple data-fusion techniques (e.g. CombMNZ, RR, RRF, CombSUM).

The proposed system also provides an intuitive and simplified way of accessing large medical knowledge bases. It identifies medical terms in real-time and suggests related terms based on medical ontologies. This provides a glimpse of related conditions/diagnostics which can assist users in the formulation of a more targeted query.

In general, the system combines the simplicity of web search engines (text queries, semantic autocomplete, and the general look and feel) with automatic query expansion and image query using simple drag and drop.

In this article we present the framework, focusing on the fusion techniques and the user interface for case-based search. The underlying search framework was evaluated on the case-based retrieval task of the ImageCLEF 2013 medical dataset1.

2. RELATED WORK
Several systems designed for medical retrieval (textual or visual) are available online. The MedGIFT group [5] designed two search engine interfaces to demonstrate their work in medical retrieval: a text based case retrieval search engine2 and a visual medical image search3. The visual medical image interface allows the upload of query images and searching for similar images to the ones in the articles found. Although these two systems work well in their domains, either text or images, they are independent. For instance, it is not possible to search for images using a text query or combine image and text in the query.

An example of a content based image retrieval (CBIR) system is img(Anaktisi)4 [9]. It was created to demonstrate the CEDD and FCTH image features [2] for image retrieval in multiple datasets. It includes the IRMA medical dataset

1http://www.imageclef.org/2013/medical
2http://fast.hevs.ch:8080/MedSearch/faces/Search.jsp
4http://orpheus.ee.duth.gr/anaktisi/
and allows searching using corpus images as queries.

In our approach, images and text are completely integrated and all combinations are possible. This means, it allows searching for cases using only images, search for images using only text or use both text and images in the same query for either result type.

Outside the medical domain, we find the MMretrieval search engine[8], a multimodal and multilingual search engine for retrieval of Wikipedia images. The system searches for each modality separately (including text in different languages) and applies a variety of late fusion algorithms to combine the results.

Our search engine relies on the fusion of multiple modalities (text and images). Thus, a fusion technique must be applied. Early fusion relies on combining the features from multiple modalities before searching in a common index. Late fusion relies on searching each modality index separately and combining the results in a final step. There are various data fusion methods such as Condorcet [6], CombSUM and its variants [1] (score-based), and Reciprocal Rank approaches like RR [10] and RRF [3] (rank-based) that are among the most applied but there is no clear off-the-shelf solution for all search tasks and modalities. Rank based approaches are gaining momentum, and we implemented a variant of combMNZ and RR that shows potential for multimodal combination on search engines.

We based our image retrieval on features that obtained good results on previous editions of ImageCLEF [7]. We included CEDD and FCTH (texture and color), Local Binary Pattern histograms (contours) and color histograms (color) for retrieval. Textual retrieval is based on Apache Lucene[6], with BM25L as the retrieval function.

Query expansion is useful to increase IR systems performance, making queries match more relevant documents that might not contain the exact query terms entered. Automatic query expansion (AQE) adds terms to the query without user intervention. This is already being performed on major commercial search engines. Most of the times, the expanded terms are synonyms or highly related terms and the user does not receive any feedback on the expanded terms. Interactive query expansion (IQE) gives the user the power to decide what terms are expanded however it is often an interface offered after the initial query at the cost of a more complicated interaction. Our approach is a mixture of IQE and AQE. The user can visualize what terms will be added to the query and opt-out expansion if incorrect or not desirable.

3. MEDICAL QUERY FORMULATION

Nova MedSearch is a multimodal (text and image) medical search engine that can retrieve either similar images or related medical cases. These tasks are from the medical ImageCLEF 2013 evaluation campaign. The results are displayed in an ranked list with basic information (e.g. title, keywords, images (if available)) and a link to the corresponding article details. The interface in Figure 1 takes into account both the relevancy of the images and text similarity.

3.1 Multi-part queries

Our interface aims at simplifying the inclusion of images and text data in the medical query (a screenshot of the different components of the interface is in Figure 1). For instance, we add support for drag-and-drop functionality for custom medical image queries. The free text query box allows entering a textual description of the patient, and the system automatically expands a recognized term into its related terms. In the example, we see the terms that are related to the search term “spiral computed tomography”. The search results contain a visual presentation of the submitted query and the retrieved examples. In addition to general article information (title with link to full article, authors and abstract), we also display the images of the article that are most related to the query images.

3.2 Assisted query expansion

The main novelty of the search interface is the assisted query semantic-expansion. Since medical terminology is part
of natural language, terms are not unique, and multiple definitions of the same symptom/medication/disease are available. For example, our system returns “acetylsalicylic acid” and “2-(acetyloxy)benzoic acid” as terms related to “aspirin”.

We implemented a guided query expansion system that interactively provides auto-complete suggestions and expansion feedback sourced from a SKOS version of the MeSH indexing terms. Medical SKOS provides domain specific expert knowledge regarding the relationships between terms. We decided to use a SKOS version of MeSH to provide two functionalities:

- word based auto-completion with terms
- automatic term expansion with semantically related terms

The process works as follows:

1. when the user starts typing a word, a dropdown box appears with the terms that match the query;
2. if the user selects a term from the list, the browser retrieves the synonyms from our framework and adds them to the query implicitly;
3. the user can then see the expanded terms by putting the mouse over the words. The user can opt-out the suggestions by clicking the \( \odot \) mark.

Since our system uses a SKOS representation for the terms expansion process, we can also support the SNOMED Medical ontology.

4. SEARCH-RESULTS FUSION

In this section we shall describe the search-results fusion methods that combine the rank from the multimodal information sources.

4.1 Text retrieval

The text is indexed using Lucene and the BM25L retrieval function is used. The indexed fields depend on the task. For image retrieval, we achieved good results indexing and searching only on the title, abstract and image captions. For case retrieval, we searched on the full document (title, abstract, chapters and captions).

4.2 Image retrieval

For image retrieval, we extracted a set of features that are known to be effective in medical images retrieval (CEDD, FCTH, Local Binary Pattern histograms and color histograms - see the related work section). The features of all images in the corpus are stored in a fast \( L_2 \) index. The image retrieval results are sorted by their similarity, with the score being the \( L_2 \) distances between the query image and the result images. For case-base retrieval, an additional step must be performed: the image id (IRI), must be converted into a document id (DOI) (Figure 2 (a)) and the duplicate results must be merged to have an unique document list (Figure 2 (b)). More details are present in section 4.3.

4.3 Fusion

Result fusion aims at combining ranked lists from multiple sources into a single combined ranked list. Consider these two use cases: combine the results from queries with multiple images and combine the results from text and images queries. Query images can have different modalities (e.g. x-rays, PET scans, CT scans) and represent the same concept in multiple ways (e.g. hepatolenticular degeneration images can be represented by a photo of an eye or by a light microscopy of the affected cells). Thus, we took a late fusion approach, combining the results from multiple image queries into a single image result list. We found that late fusion of the results was also useful for heterogeneous queries (e.g. text only, single image, text and 3 images), as the combination of the image and text search can be ignored if the query does not contain images.

There are two main approaches for late fusion: score based and rank based. Score based approaches (CombSUM, CombMAX and CombMNZ) combine the normalized scores given by the individual searches (e.g. image search, textual search) as a basis to the create the new ranked list. The studied variant that achieves the best performance \([1]\) is CombMNZ, but ranked based fusion is gaining momentum, and can outperform score based fusion under most conditions \([3, 4]\). For each document \( i \), the score after fusion can be computed as:

\[
\text{combSUM}(i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N(i)} S_k(i),
\]

\[
\text{combMAX}(i) = \max(S), \forall S \subset D_i,
\]

\[
\text{combMNZ}(i) = N(i) \times \text{combSUM}(i),
\]

where \( S_k(i) \) is the score of the \( i \) document on the \( k \) result list. \( N(i) \) refers to the number of times a document appears on a results list. A result list \( k \) does not contain all documents.

Documents with a zero score or a very high rank can be safely ignored. Thus, \( N(i) \) varies between 0 (the document \( i \) does not appear on any list) and the total number of results list (the document \( i \) appears on all lists). For example, in our experiments, there are two results lists: one for image search and other for textual search, limited to 1000 results each.

Rank based fusion methods consider the position of each document in each one of the individual ranks. Reciprocal Rank and Reciprocal Rank Fusion are the two methods we evaluated:

\[
\text{RR}(i) = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{N(i)} \frac{1}{R_k(i)}},
\]

Figure 2: Case based retrieval step. (a) get document id (DOI) from image id (IRI); (b) combine multiple document results into one (unique) document list. The example uses CombMAX in fusion because it is easier to visualize.
RRF(i) = \frac{N(i)}{\sum_{k=1}^{N(i)} \frac{1}{1 + R_k(i)}}, with l = 60. \quad (5)

where $R_k(i)$ is the rank of document $i$ on the $k$ rank.

After analyzing both score and rank based approaches, we combined elements from both to improve precision. Inverted Squared Rank (ISR) combines the inverse rank approaches of RR and RRF (using the squared rank to improve precision at top results) with the frequency component of combMNZ (results that appear on multiple lists are boosted):

$$\text{ISR}(i) = N(i) \times \sum_{k=1}^{N(i)} \frac{1}{R_k(i)^2}. \quad (6)$$

5. EXPERIMENTS

To assess the proposed methods, we tested the search-results fusion on the Medical case-based search task of the ImageCLEF 2013 evaluation campaign.

5.1 Dataset

Our dataset is composed of the data released for medical ImageCLEF 2013. It is a subset of over 70,000 PubMed articles with over 300,000 images. Each article is identified with an unique identifier (DOI) and is divided into title, abstract, chapters and image captions. All images on the dataset have an unique identifier (IRI) and can be associated with the corresponding article and caption.

5.2 Results

We compared the performance of the fusion algorithms using the best textual and visual runs. Our methodology was as following: for all (36) multimodal queries present in the ImageCLEF medical 2013, we searched text and images separately and combined our image and text runs using multiple fusion algorithms. Performance was evaluated using trec_eval and the relevance judgments provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comb</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>GM-MAP</th>
<th>lpref</th>
<th>P@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>0.1608</td>
<td>0.0779</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRF</td>
<td>0.1597</td>
<td>0.0787</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.1571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>0.1582</td>
<td>0.0779</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.1771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combSUM</td>
<td>0.0804</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.1429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combMNZ</td>
<td>0.0794</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.1371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combMAX</td>
<td>0.0292</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With our data, rank-based approaches outperformed score based approaches by a factor of 2. One of the reasons is the difference between the scoring of the text and images. Even though both visual and text scores have the same normalization, the interval [0...1], the distribution of the results in the score space is different. Rank based approaches can handle multi-modality better, because the scores are not used.

Regarding the differences between RR, RRF and ISR: ISR performed better in our experiments in most of the measures, with a significant performance boost on P@10. This metric is particularly important for search engines, because most users won’t browse beyond the first page of results (10 first). The polynomial component promotes top ranking results to the top of the list, offering a better user experience.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our system combines a powerful framework based on state-of-the-art image and text processing algorithms with a simple yet powerful multimodal search interface to provide a valuable tool to retrieve medical data. In addition to the interface, we introduced ISR, a variant of RR and RRF aimed at increasing relevance of the results at the top of the list. We believe that it will help users to get relevant information, reducing frustration.

The system is still a work in progress. We are planning on testing the system with health care professionals to test usability and improve it.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the Patient Similarity task. We provide an overview of existing solutions for this task and shortly discuss their pros and cons. We then propose a solution for patient similarity search, implemented using a novel query language for semi-structured entity-relationship data. Using our intuitive solution, the patient similarity task can be reduced into a patient discovery problem that can be efficiently implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social media technologies for the healthcare domain have recently attracted a lot of attention, resulting in the emergence of new socially flavored medical services. Utilizing the data openness and sharing through social channels [3], such services now offer new types of discovery options; to name a few are online PHR services such as Microsoft HealthVault\(^1\) that allows users to manage their medical records; online social-medical communities such as Patients-Like-Me\(^2\) that allow patients to discover other patients who share similar medical characteristics, such as similar disorders or symptoms; and online discovery services such as TrialX\(^3\) for clinical trials and Medify\(^4\) for medical treatments.

One of the most basic social-medical discovery tasks is the task of Patient Similarity (also known as the Patients-Like-This task), roughly defined as follows: given a patient in mind as an input, return a list of patients ranked by their similarity to the patient [6]. Patient similarity can be utilized for implementing various social-medical services, e.g., recommending treatments [4], discovering relevant clinical trials [4,1], etc. The similarity between two patients can be measured by various metrics and usually depends on the specific sub-medical domain in mind [6]; e.g., searching for similar diabetic patients would require focusing on a different set of similarity features than searching for patients with similar hematologic disorders.

Existing solutions for patient similarity can be classified into two main types. The first type of solutions, commonly used today, use machine learning (ML) techniques [6,2,11]. The main advantage of such solutions is that they can be used for weighing patient similarity features and metrics (e.g., using regression models [6], SVM [2], ensemble learning [11], etc).

In spite of the elegancy of ML solutions, they may still impose some expensive computational limitations, mostly due to scalability issues. This in turn usually results in solutions that can only be run in an offline manner and in batches. In addition, ML solutions may require continuous model maintenance every time the patient data repository is updated. Therefore, while these solutions might be well suited for analysis purposes, they can not be efficiently used for online discovery (search).

The second type of solutions are based on more “traditional” information retrieval (IR) techniques. Compared to the ML solutions, IR solutions are easy to implement and explain, can be efficiently executed online, and do not require expensive maintenance. Even though, to date, most IR based social-medical discovery solutions provide very simple search interfaces over social-medical data [7]. Such solutions are usually very limited, supporting only keyword search with some basic categorical search over few social or medical facets such as patient demographics, treatments, symptoms, etc (e.g., Patients-Like-Me [4]).
The more general problem of entity similarity search has received a lot of attention lately by the IR community, and several new solutions have been proposed (e.g., [5, 10]). Such solutions usually represent entities (e.g., patients, medications, allergies) and their relationships (e.g., consumed by, has allergy, etc) using an Entity-Relationship Graph (ERG). Similar entities are then discovered using various random-walk methods on the ERG graph [5, 10]. Yet, similarly to the ML solutions, these solutions still require either an expensive or offline computation every time the ERG graph may change, and therefore, they do not scale well and cannot be easily used for social-medical discovery.

In some earlier works [7, 9, 13, 12], we have introduced the IBM Medical Information and Care System (IBM MedICS) social-medical discovery service that supports unified search over social-medical data with rich data exploration capabilities. IBM MedICS fuses data from various social and medical sources, e.g., PHR and EMR data and social data such as the list of patient’s physicians, family members, friends, similar patients, etc. Both social and medical data are represented by entities and their relationships [7] and searched over using a novel entity search and data exploration technology [13], while preserving the patients’ privacy [8]. In this paper we discuss the details of IBM MedICS patient similarity search solution. Patient similarity search is implemented by utilizing a novel query language that can be used for searching any semi-structured social-medical entity-relationship data [12, 13]. The advantage of such a solution is that it enjoys the intuitiveness and efficiency of IR solutions, while having enough expressive power to fully utilize social-medical data, “imitating” the capabilities of ML solutions. The rest of this paper describes our patient similarity search solution and its usage within IBM MedICS.

2. SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Our social-medical discovery model is based on our previous work in [7, 9]. Built on foundations of conceptual modeling [12], social data and medical data are fused together using a uniform representation in the form of a rich entity-relationship graph (ERG) [7]. As a result, social discovery can be augmented with medical discovery and vice-versa. Formally, we assume that each social or medical entity e has a type (e.g., Patient, Medication, etc.), a set of one to many attributes, each attribute further has a name and a value (e.g., Patient.age:20, Medication.name:Warfarin, etc.). A relationship r includes a name and captures an association between two or more entities and may further have some attributes of its own, termed the relationship context.

As an example, Figure 1 depicts an instance ERG graph that can be searched using our discovery system; this instance includes three entities (of type Patient, Medication, and Disease) that are combined together using the ternary relationship Treatment. Further note that, an attribute on the treatment relationship is used to capture the consumed medication dosage amount.

Our social-medical discovery solution is implemented using a unique inverted-index structure based on faceted search foundations [13]. Within this solution, entities are serialized as multi-field documents, while relationships are captured by a new type of facet serialization termed category sets [12].

![Figure 1: An example ERG instance with a single medical treatment relationship.](image)

Entities or relationships are further represented by a category (facet) and various relationships among entities and their attributes (context) are captured using category sets which are efficiently serialized with the inverted index [13].

Our social-medical patient similarity solution is based on an extension to the query language we previously proposed in [13] to further allow efficient and intuitive discovery of similar entities over semi-structured entity-relationship (ER) data. Such a query language enables to discover similar patients based on very complex entity-relationship patterns. For example, the following query can be used to retrieve all patients in the system (including the one depicted in Figure 1) that were treated with the Advate medication for some blood related diseases:

```
Patient. AND (Treatment WITH Disease.name:Hemo* AND WITH SIM(Medication.name:Advate))
```

The notation $SIM(entity)$ in our extended query language denotes the similarity operator. Such an operator can be used to retrieve also medications that are (approximately) similar to the Advate medication, e.g., Advate rAHF-PFM, Helixate FS, Kogenate FS, etc; based for example, on word similarity, synonymy, coding system mapping, ontological proximity, etc. The $WITH$ notation is another special operator that can be used to define various relationship participation patterns; used in this example to specify the treatment relationship that should be (approximately) satisfied.

Next we describe our patient similarity search solution, based on our query language. We now define any patient’s attribute type (e.g., gender), relationship type (e.g., Treatment), or relationship members and attributes (e.g., Medication, dosage) as potential patient similarity features (or features for short). Given a patient $p$, our similarity search algorithm aims at maximizing the following top-k similarity function:

$$\text{sim}(p, p') = \sum_{a \in A(p)} w_a \cdot \text{SIM}(p, p'[a]) + \sum_{r \in R(p)} w_r \cdot \text{SIM}(p, p'[r]) \quad (1)$$

where $A(p)$ and $R(p)$ denote the set of patient $p$’s attributes and relationships and $w_a$ and $w_r$ denote weights.
Figure 2: IBM MedICS social-medical discovery UI with various patient similarity search options.
Therefore, given a patient \( p \), we wish to discover up to \( k \) patients \( p' \) that are most similar to patient \( p \) given all similarity features of interest; either based on direct patient attributes, relationship similarity or indirect similarity that can be inferred from patients’ relationships with other similar entities; similarly to the SimRank concept [5]. The weights \( w \) can be further used for controlling the relative importance of various similarity features during discovery time; e.g., for diabetic patients, similarity based on features such as sugar level and diabetes type may be more important than similarity based on features such as gender or age. Such weights for various features can be manually provided by the searcher, capturing the searcher’s preferences.

Our patient similarity search algorithm discovers similar patients in two main steps. At first, we extract the patient’s entity, its relationships and related entity members from the ERG maintained by the social-medical system. Next, different patient features are combined together by their type (e.g., medications, allergies, foods, etc). Each feature type is then represented by a single query predicate that is constructed from its feature instances. As an example, assuming a given patient that consumed two medications, say Warfarin and Advate, the following query predicate will be generated for representing the treating medication feature, where \( w[Treatment] \) further denotes the treatment feature importance:

\[
\text{Patient. AND (Treatment WITH Sim(Medication.name:Warfarin) OR Sim(Medication.name:Advate))}^{w[Treatment]}
\]

Finally, the similarity ranking function is realized using a single similarity search query that combines the various feature queries predicates together using their disjunctive form which can be efficiently evaluated by our system [13].

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed patient similarity solution was implemented and integrated with the social-medical discovery service of IBM MedICS [7, 9]. IBM MedICS is a novel clinical decision support system (CDSS) that empowers the patients and helps to increase patient safety by assisting patients and their medical providers with daily medical decision-making.

IBM MedICS provides its users with three different options for discovering similar patients. The first two options are depicted in Figure 2(a) which illustrates the main social-medical discovery UI of IBM MedICS. The first option allows the current searcher to discover patients that are directly similar to her (using the *Find patients like me* link in Figure 2(a)). For this option, the current patient searcher is provided as an input to the similarity search algorithm. The second option allows the searcher to focus the similarity search on any patient result that is displayed in the list of search results (using the *Show more patients like this link* in Figure 2(a)). Using this option, the selected patient is provided as an input to the similarity search algorithm. The last and most sophisticated way to discover similar patients is using the advanced search UI depicted in Figure 2(b). Using this UI, “expert” users such as physicians and researchers can explicitly define the list of patient features (and their weights) including specific values that should be searched over in order to discover relevant patients. Built on exploratory search foundations, the UI further provides advanced social-medical discovery options, including, among others, a unique combination of faceted search and ER graph navigation [7, 13].

4. SUMMARY

In this paper we focused on the patient similarity task. Although several solutions already exist in the literature for this task, none currently seems to be satisfactory enough for discovery purposes. To address the challenges, we described a novel patient similarity solution, implemented within the IBM MedICS system. We believe that this paper opens new avenues for this task, challenging for seeking solutions that provide a more intuitive and efficient discovery, yet expressive enough for capturing diverse patient similarity features for various sub-medical domains. As future work, we plan to add sophisticated evidence capabilities to our similarity search solution, based on a new combination of data visualization, data summarization and provenance techniques.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an event-based Epidemic Intelligence (EI) system framework leveraging social media data, e.g., Twitter messages (or tweets) for providing public health officials the necessary tools to survey and sift through relevant information, namely, disease outbreak events. There exist three main research challenges in gathering epidemic intelligence from social media streams: 1) dynamic classification to enable message filtering, 2) signal generation producing reliable warnings based on observed term frequency changes in the filtered messages, and 3) providing search and recommendation functionalities to domain experts, for better assessment of the potential outbreak threats associated with the generated signals. We outline possible approaches to solve these important challenges as well as discuss areas where further research is required. The aim of this paper is to provide guidance for similar endeavors, and to give prospective event-based Epidemic Intelligence system builders a more realistic view on the benefits and issues of social media stream analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Social media, e.g., Facebook or Twitter messages, are valuable sources for providing real-time information, such as, status updates, opinions or news. Numerous real-time Web applications increasingly use Twitter for tasks, such as, detecting natural disaster [19], political persuasion [16, 20], or present trends [15]. In the medical domain, it has been shown that Twitter is capable of transmitting information faster than traditional media channels [8, 14], thus giving human experts a head start in dealing with health-related information. To exploit this timeliness potential, we present an event-based Epidemic Intelligence (EI) system, which has emerged as a type of intelligence gathering aimed to detect events of interest to the public health from unstructured text on the Web. In our proposed EI system, we detect public health events by mining and analyzing tweets; as well as provide support for public health officials to retrieve and explore the signals of infectious disease outbreaks. Signals represent a very dynamic type of information object, which are generated for each temporal anomaly found in time series data that occur when an infectious disease or its impact is above an expected level, for a particular time and place. Signals are monitored by public health authorities and help them assess the need for action, in response to potential threat. Note that, there are existing EI systems, such as, the BioCaster Global Health Monitor¹ or HealthMap ². However, they differ from our proposed system in the level of analysis, information sources, language coverage and visualization.

Although numerous approaches successfully detect relevant seasonal influenza outbreak events from Twitter [1, 5, 15], it seems that the challenges in building an EI system are easily underestimated, especially when it comes to detecting emerging (unseen or non-seasonal) health events from social media streams. Inspired by the outcome of collaborations conducted as part of the European research project Medical Ecosystem: Personalized Event-based Surveillance ³, with medical domain experts and epidemiologists, the aim of this paper is to describe an EI system that is better targeted towards the needs of real-world users to access public health information. This includes describing three main challenges associated with social media stream analysis systems, outlining possible approaches to handling such challenges and pointing out issues where more research is needed in order to achieve high-quality results coupled with wide-spread acceptance within the public health domain. Specifically, we have identified the following core challenges in event detection on Twitter data streams:

- Adaptive Message Filtering. Although the detection for well-known, recurring events (e.g., influenza) is mature, the detection of novel and aperiodic public health events requires adaptive approaches which take into account feature change over time, i.e., to enable the identification of new relevant terms.

- Signal Generation from Noisy Data. Time series data created from Twitter is usually noisy, incomplete and sparse. Given the imperfect data, it is important to consider measures for assessing the reliability of signals, i.e., the extent to which we can actually trust signals that have been generated for early warning.

- Threat Assessment Support. End users need assistance to cope with the cognitive challenges of search and exploration of outbreak signals. The effectiveness of straight-forward approaches to retrieval and collaborative filtering can be unsatisfied, given the dynamics of streaming data and the limited context of detected signals as well as their corresponding tweets.
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overview of our EI system is illustrated in Figure 1. We gather tweets relevant for outbreak surveillance using of multi-lingual list of terms consisting of not only infectious disease names and pathogens, but also, their synonyms and symptoms (provided by the experts).

The Supervised Message Classification module is responsible for filtering tweets irrelevant to the medical domain. Although existing works [4, 15, 18] have already addressed this problem in static settings. In this work, we propose an adaptive feature change detection method as we will discuss in more detail in Section 3.

In the Signal Generation module, signals (i.e., outbreak warnings) are generated using time series data, as was done in previous work [13], consisting of aggregated counts over the common entity tuples of the relevant messages. In general, input data used for anomaly detection is noisy (contain spurious events), incomplete (under-reporting of an event or usage of acronyms and abbreviates not recognized) and sparse (low aggregation counts). In Section 4 we consider the impact these aspects for signal generation.

Even though successive stages of filtering are carried out within each module, domain experts may still be faced with potentially many signals and their associated tweets. Therefore, these signals are presented to the user via the Support for Threat Assessment module. In particular, we seek to employ time-aware ranking and recommendation techniques to tackle the problem of information overload (cf. Section 5).

3. CHALLENGE I: MESSAGE FILTERING

The online message classification continues to be a complex and challenging task for long term surveillance and intelligence gathering, in general. One reason for this is that given the evolution of real-world events, the variable to observe cannot always be known a priori. In EI, one such example is in the detection of food-borne illness, in which the contaminated food item is not known in advance.

Feature change detection. We need a way to: 1) dynamically detect when new and relevant terms in a stream appear; and then 2) subsequently incorporate the tweets containing these terms into the classification model.

Dynamic labeling. As new terminology evolves, the criteria for defining relevant tweets is also changing. However, expert labeling of classifier training instances is expensive and in practice difficult to obtain, especially for the rate and volume needed to build and maintain a good classifier.

Ambiguous and noisy data. When a tweet is matched with the defined keywords, the tweet itself may not refer to a public health event due to polysemy. For example, the term “fever” being used to express excitement, e.g., Justin Bieber Fever or Royal Wedding Fever. In addition, noise can be caused by spurious events in which an entity is correctly detected, but its role is not, namely: 1) “A two hour train journey, Love In the Time of Cholera.” or 2) “I liked a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/... a Metallica, Megadeth, & Anthrax - Helpless”. Both mention infectious diseases Cholera and Anthrax, but their context is literature and music, respectively.

3.1 Proposed Approach

In order to capture aperiodic events with a high impact on accuracy over time, we propose the use of a method that takes into account that the natural language of the tweets in the stream changes constantly in response to the temporal dynamics of real-world events. Our dynamic classification consists of two main steps: 1) incorporating the use of an orthogonal vector, which is learned by a Support Vector Machine (SVM), as a description of the feature change; and 2) computing a novelty score that lets the system identify those tweets that contribute to the feature change, so that their true labels can be obtained. In this paper, we only focus on text-based analysis of Twitter messages. We plan to investigate the use of Web resources shared in social media, e.g., posted images and videos, as future work.

3.2 Implications

Identifying non-relevant tweets is difficult for multiple reasons. For example, automatically filtering a sarcastic and metaphoric tweets correctly is hard for limited context and remains to be tackled with this domain. Feature change detection should be able to identify new (entity and non-entity) keywords in the Twitter stream that are related to outbreaks of infectious diseases. These keywords could be used for automatically updating the list of search term that is used to collect the tweets. Consideration will also be given to when these newly discovered terms should be subject to decay. To this end, we plan to increase the scale of the analysis to include: the classification of more symptoms as well as polysemous terms for diseases. To get a better understanding of the impact of detected feature change on the classification accuracy, a larger set of expert labeled tweets for experimentation would be useful to further improve the significance of the results. Nonetheless, doing so, would still not address the need to experts to re-label each time feature change was detected and in practice, the overhead of such a task is too expensive and not timely enough.

4. CHALLENGE II: SIGNAL GENERATION

Health-related tweets obtained from the previous stage will be leveraged in order to generate an early warning signal (so-called signal generation). Signals represent each temporal anomaly found in time series data occurring when the impact of an infectious disease is above an expected level, and it is a difficult task because of the following challenges:

Incompleteness and sparsity of data. This implies that instances of an event are missing or under-reported. This may occur due to: 1) the presence of processing errors - an acronyms or abbreviations not recognized as medical conditions; 2) the fact that people who are actually suffering do not tweet; 3) the tweets which contain these mentions have not been collected by the system, i.e., based on the imbalance between the type of tweets collected (e.g., personal versus news tweets); and 4) the minimum required entity types are not present. Sparse time series data refers specifically to low aggregation counts, which impact the anomaly detection algorithm.
Temporal and spatial dynamics of diseases. The characteristics of infectious diseases are highly dynamic in time and space, and their behavior varies greatly among different regions and the time periods of the year. Some infectious diseases can be rare or aperiodic, while others occur more periodically. In addition, various diseases have different transmission rates and levels of prevalence within a region. For example, cholera infections vary greatly in frequency, severity, and duration. On the one hand, in some regions historically, only sporadic outbreaks occur in areas, such as, parts of South America and Africa. On the other hand, even in areas where cholera infections are endemic (the South Asian countries of Bangladesh and India) the epidemic levels change dramatically from one year to the next [9].

Given imperfect time series, we need to know the extent to which we can actually trust signals that have been generated for early warning. To this end, we aim at answering the question: Are there ideal algorithms and/or parameter settings for signal generation using Twitter?

4.1 Proposed Approach

Studying the usefulness of Twitter data in the medical domain requires real-world outbreak statistics. We previously built outbreak ground truths (historical baselines) by relying upon ProMED-mail\(^4\), a global reporting system providing information about outbreaks of infectious diseases. We collected 3,056 ProMED-mail reports and identified 14 different outbreaks occurring during year 2011 as ground truths [12]. An important aspect of our work is that we consider the duration of each outbreak by analyzing temporal expressions mentioned in a ProMED-mail document, unless aforementioned work [3] that assumes the publication date of a document as the estimated relevant time of an outbreak. The reason is that the events in ProMED-mail undergo moderation, so there is often a delay between the time of the actual outbreak and the publication date of the related report.

A basic approach to detect anomaly in health-related time series data is to exploit different state-of-the-art biosurveillance algorithms [2, 10]. These algorithms are already widely used in the existing Biosurveillance systems, so they can be used for assessing the reliability of signals from the perspective of the domain experts. The metrics used to assess generated signals are sensitivity, predictive positive value and F-measure. Sensitivity refers to the proportion of true signals correctly detected by a surveillance algorithm.

In our recent work [11], we sought a new feature by moving beyond using only keywords/medical conditions. We proposed to analyze the diversity metrics of tweets over time, so-called temporal diversity. The diversity statistics can capture a broad spectrum of topics, communities and knowledge that are evolving over time. In particular, analyzing temporal diversity can shed light on two aspects. First, an increase of content diversity over time indicates that a community is broadening its area of interest. Second, negative peaks in diversity can additionally reveal a temporary focus on specific events. To address an efficiency issue, we employed an algorithm based on sampling [6]. We performed a correlation analysis of the temporal diversity of 14 real-world events with their estimated event magnitudes during the known outbreak periods. Our analysis showed that correlation results are varied greatly among outbreaks reflecting the characteristics (severity and duration) of outbreaks.

4.2 Implications

As we aimed at detecting outbreak events for general diseases that are not only seasonal, but also sporadic diseases that occur in low tweet-density regions, some difficulties in constructing the outbreak ground truth still remain, which resulted in a dataset that was limited in terms of the number of outbreaks and their diversity. Particularly, the smaller the number of outbreaks we analyzed, the harder it was to generalize our solution. The process of creating the ground truth for disease outbreaks requires information extraction techniques, namely, different NLP tools for extracting relevant information. Unfortunately, the accuracy of such tools are not nearly 100%, which has a severe impact to the coverage (number) and quality of outbreak ground truth found. For example, place names are ambiguous and can be wrongly determined as the country of an outbreak as illustrated in this sentence The **Uganda** Virus Research confirms Ebola virus Sudan species. In addition, the accuracy of information extraction techniques as well as the noisiness of ProMED-mail data have also limited the coverage and quality of ground truth. For instance, there are many near-duplicate reports of outbreaks and many of irrelevant reports related to disease vaccines instead of outbreaks. Moreover, a report on historical statistics of a disease outbreak is irrelevant information, which should be carefully excluded from the ground truth. Similar to information about updates on an outbreak situation that must be avoided.

5. CHALLENGE III: SUPPORTING THREAT ASSESSMENT

For detected events, public health experts participating in its investigation face the overwhelming task of analyzing the large number of tweets associated to the corresponding signals [21]. The real-time nature of Twitter, on the one hand makes it attractive for public health surveillance; yet, on the other, the volume of tweets also makes it harder to: 1) capture the information transmitted, 2) compute sophisticated models on large pieces of the input, and 3) store the input data, which can be significantly larger than the algorithm’s available memory [17].

5.1 Proposed Approach

To reduce this information overload and support the task of threat assessment, we explored what extent recommender systems techniques can help to filter information items according to the experts’ context and preferences. Our previous work [7] has shown the effectiveness of **Personalized Tweet Ranking for Epidemic Intelligence** for a case study of the 2011 EHEC outbreak in Germany. In particular, we focused on a personalized learning to rank approach that ultimately offers the user the most relevant and attractive tweets to support the task within her/his context. Our approach extended a learning to rank framework by considering a personalized setting that exploits a user’s individual context. We considered such context as implicit criteria for selecting tweets of potential relevance, and guiding the recommendation process. We used the terms in the expanded context that correspond to medical conditions, locations or complementary context (that corresponds to the set of nouns, which are neither locations nor medical conditions) in order to build a set of tweets by querying our collection. This step helped us to filter irrelevant tweets. Next, we elicited judgments from experts on a subset of the tweets retrieved in order to build a ranking function model. We then obtained

---

\(^4\)http://www.promedmail.org
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Figure 2: User Interface showing A. Query Input: for entering a search term, e.g., “measles”, B. Faceted Filter: options for filtering signal search results by metadata, C. Query results: result set of signals, and D. Geo-located Signals: a map for visualizing signals’ geo-location.

for each labeled tweet, a feature vector that help us to train our personalized ranking model. Finally, we applied a learning to rank algorithm to obtain the ranking function for the given user context.

In addition to the personalized learning to rank approach, we present the first prototype for support search and retrieval of signals. We envision the functionality of signal-based retrieval, that is, returning signals as results of a given query instead of only documents. Once the desired signals are obtained, the user is able to access the original tweets associated to each of them. Having signals as basic unit of information allows us to perform a focused indexing of only the tweets relevant to a particular signal. Figure 2 shows the user interface along with a brief description of its main panels. A possible solution is to implement a ranking model that: (1) extends a learning to rank framework by considering a personalized setting that exploits a user’s individual context; (2) answers user’s query by providing a list of relevant tweets ordered from newest to oldest, starting from the time the query was issued. When selecting tweets to include in the list, systems should favor both the relevance and recency of tweets.

5.2 Implications

However, the current load of experts in assessing these signals can be reduced significantly by employing personalized ranking techniques. Given that experts’ interactions and explicit feedback are scarce in EI systems, the application of standard recommender system algorithms is not straightforward making it harder to build effective models for ranking or recommendation. By exploiting complementary context information, extracted from the social hash-tagging, and the latent topics discovered within the tweets, an effective ranking mechanism for messages associated with signals can be achieved. As a plan for future work, supporting temporal analytics for public health events will bring EI systems a big step forward, and also can provide useful guidance for other systems based on using social media data.
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ABSTRACT
The amount of data exchanged over social media is witnessing a major growth in the last few years. Various studies in different domains investigated extracting useful information from this exchanged data. Less attention was directed toward studying healthcare in social media compared to other topics such as politics and marketing. In this paper, we present a platform for monitoring healthcare tweets on social media in different regions. The platform offers a solution to governments or healthcare providers to monitor public health and measure public satisfaction with healthcare services from what people post on Twitter. It helps in the early detection of disease outbreak and healthcare public view. Our platform uses an automatic classification method for detecting healthcare related tweets. It presents comprehensive reports that provide the most popular topics people share, sentiment analysis of tweets, multimedia content related to health. The platform is tested and demonstrated for three different locations: London, Boston, and Dublin. In addition, its effectiveness is tested for Arabic and English tweets with no specific location.

1. INTRODUCTION
Social media is currently playing a fundamental role in the life of many internet users. Public posts on a social website such as Twitter include personal status, opinion sharing, discussions, marketing, campaigning … etc. Among the material users share on Twitter are tweets related to health and healthcare. Some users share information and updates on their health or the health of loved ones. This is a common behavior by many people who seek support during difficult times. These social posts can be of tremendous value if detected and monitored by healthcare providers; they provide indicators about the general public health, they can help in early detecting of an epidemic, or can alert about ongoing concerns with healthcare [1-3]. In addition, people often share their experience with healthcare facilities like hospitals, clinics, and health centers. People can recommend specific doctors or clinics, or they can complain about particular aspects of health facility, such as queuing in emergency department, food service in hospital, competence and attitude of caregivers … etc. In general, healthcare related tweets can be utilized as an indicator about the quality of services provided by these health facilities, and can help to improve the provided services to patients. Unfortunately, studying healthcare material posted on social media has received less attention compared to other topics [2, 4].

In this paper, we present a tool that monitors and analyzes health related tweets and presents a comprehensive report for what the public shares about health in specific locations. The presented work in this paper addresses the following questions:
1. How to collect health related posts from social media, such as Twitter?
2. What analysis is required to extract indicative information from the collected tweets?
3. How extracted information could be presented?

Our proposed approach for collecting healthcare tweets uses a semi-supervised approach to identify relevant tweets based on a set of pre-defined keywords. Sentiment analysis is applied to obtain an indication of people’s satisfaction and/or feelings. In addition, the collected tweets are parsed and analyzed to extract the most shared videos, images, and links in these tweets. Finally, a comprehensive report about the extracted information is generated and presented in a web interface to allow experts or caregivers to monitor the public health in specific locations. This report includes: most circulated tweets, videos, images, and articles; tag-cloud of top used terms; and sentiment graph. We test this platform on three different locations: London, Boston and Dublin. In addition, it is tested on English and Arabic tweets coming from unspecified locations.

2. HEALTHCARE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Social network started to have visible presence in health care in 2008. “Hello-Health” [5] is an initiative to think of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) as a social network, which acts as a concierge practice. The main shift is from large hospital networks to patient support groups and news media tools, such as weblogs, instant messaging, video chat and social networking. Patients could use the Hello-Health network to send a message to the physician describing the symptoms and asking for advice. A quick e-mail from the physician to follow up, and if needed a guaranteed hospital visit scheduled in 24 hours. Another example, PatientsLikeMe [6] is a platform to use online personal information for patients to share their experience using patient-reported outcomes, find other patients like them matched on demographic and clinical characteristics, and learn from the aggregated data reports of others to improve their outcomes. The main goal for PatientsLikeMe is to help patients answer the question: “Given my status, what is the best outcome I can hope to achieve, and how do I get there?”.

Patients have moved beyond searching and asking towards sharing and interacting. The PewInternet&American 2011 study showed that 23% of those with chronic health issues, such as cancer, diabetes, or heart disease, have gone online to look for patients with similar conditions; while only 15% of patients with no chronic conditions have sought peer-to-peer information [7].

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has been leading the efforts to use twitter as a channel to reach out to the public to deliver more information about infection, disease. During the H1N1 outbreak of 2009, the CDC decided to communicate with patients and caregivers across the US through Twitter. The CDC got more than 1.2 million followers for emergency information and 46,000 following the flu [8, 9].

HealthVault is a Microsoft ongoing initiative to integrate health records into a unified solution, enabling patients to store, and share health information online[10]. Google Health was a similar
In [12], it was shown that the shift of accessibility in healthcare is no longer just about getting an appointment with a physician or scheduling a treatment; it goes to community outreach, since social network sites can help hospitals to communicate with patients they serve. However social media in healthcare is still in its infancy. A study carried out in the US including 5,800 hospitals, showed that only 965 hospitals, which is less than 17%, are using social media to reach out to patients [13].

Several studies investigated the use of Twitter to analyze ongoing health related events. A study for detecting the influenza epidemic was carried out over 300 million tweets [14]. They used support vector machines (SVM) and showed the feasibility of their approach with a correlation of 0.89 to the gold standard from the Infection Disease Surveillance Center IDSC. thus outperforming the Google flu trend. Another recent study used Twitter to track the public concern in the US during the influenza A H1N1 [1]. It showed the capability of Twitter feeds not only to describe, but to track users’ interest and concern about the development of the H1N1 epidemic and track disease activity. The study used a data set of 5 million tweets.

The aforementioned studies focused on sampling and analyzing healthcare related data on social network to have representative sampling with enough confidence in the given results. However, to the best of our knowledge, no attention was directed to providing a generic healthcare platform for detecting health related social posts, analyzing them, then presenting them in a comprehensive way for capturing trends in people’s perception and reaction towards health related issues.

3. TWEETS MONITORING METHODOLOGY

In this section, the method underlying our study is presented. First we describe the data collection process, then the analysis criteria are introduced, and finally we describe how the healthcare tweets are modeled in both Arabic and English tweets.

3.1 Microblog Data Streams

Our platform is monitoring tweets coming from 5 streams; three streams coming from specific locations: London, Dublin, and Boston; and two language streams that are not necessary geo-tagged: English stream and Arabic stream. The purpose of the location-tweets streams is to monitor health related tweets in specific regions, while the purpose of language-specific streams is to monitor the trend in health related tweets globally over Arabic and English tweets in general.

Location-tweets are streamed based on geo-location of tweets by specifying longitude, latitude, and radius, which are specified to cover the targeted cities. Language-tweets are streamed by searching Twitter for “lanzen” and “langar” for the English and Arabic tweets respectively. For each stream, health related terms were used to identify potentially health-related tweets. Table 1 shows the details of how each stream is collected and the average number of healthcare tweets identified per day. Table 2 presents an example of the terms used to identify the potentially health related tweets for English and Arabic.

Text of streamed tweets is pre-processed using state-of-the-art normalization techniques for microblogs in English [15] and Arabic [16].

### Table 1: Tweets Streams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Boston</th>
<th>London</th>
<th>Dublin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>-71.05</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>51.51</td>
<td>53.25</td>
<td>-6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>-71.05</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-0.1241</td>
<td>-6.36</td>
<td>50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>50 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. # tweets</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Example of terms used to identify potential health-related tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hospital</td>
<td>مسندى عيان مريض</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disease</td>
<td>عمى مرض إيماء</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virus</td>
<td>ألم فيروس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#healthcare</td>
<td>#أعمال＃ #عافٍ #فيروس #فروض #الدَّاء ＃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#nhs</td>
<td>#عافٍ فيروس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#medicine</td>
<td>#عافٍ فيروس</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Modeling Healthcare in Twitter

Terms used in Table 2 lead to the collection of tweets that are potentially related to healthcare. However, we noticed that some of the collected tweets that contain any of these terms are irrelevant to healthcare because of the multiuse of these terms in different domains. For example, in English word 'virus' has a potential to exist in healthcare tweets, however it occurs more often in the context of computer virus. Similarly, in Arabic we found out that the word "කﻮරොනා" (corona) appears so often in the first 2 weeks of May 2013 and this is due to virus corona in Saudi Arabia, and such a word is unlikely to stay as a healthcare top frequent keyword after the virus outbreak. Therefore, a more reliable classification is required to distinguish between healthcare relevant and irrelevant tweets. For this purpose, we used more restricted queries to select the tweets among the potentially identified healthcare ones that are very likely to be relevant healthcare. Then we used the narrow identified tweets to train a support vector machine (SVM) with linear kernel to classify the remaining identified tweets as relevant or irrelevant to healthcare.

The SVM models are trained and updated automatically in an unsupervised manner. Figure 1 shows our classification algorithm. Using the same tweets stream we build three data sets, a positive and a negative set for the training the models, and the set of potentially relevant tweets, which would be classified by the SVM classifier. Our approach works as follows:

- Tweets SetP (positive): the positive tweets are tweets related to health and healthcare and we select them by having a restricted precise Boolean regular expression. For example in English, we search for tweets with the most frequent healthcare hash tags such as #healthcare #ObamaCare #nhs and the tweets itself have at least one of the healthcare keywords such as: infection, virus, hospital, clinic ... etc. Out of these tweets, we select the most retweeted 1000 tweets and use them as positive training examples.
- Tweets SetF (potentially relevant tweet): This set contains potentially relevant tweets. They are identified using the general health related terms shown in Table 2. Intuitively, this set is larger than the SetP since it includes any tweet, which matches one or several of the given keywords. However the precision is low, since this set contains irrelevant tweets such as the computer virus tweets mentioned earlier. A similar pattern happens in Arabic tweets, where religious tweets often have one or more health-related keywords. The Tweet set T suffers from low precision, and this database should be filtered to identify the truly healthcare related tweets.
- Tweet SetN (negative): This set is used as negative examples in the SVM training process. We select randomly 1000 tweets that
3.3 Healthcare Tweets Identification Results

The healthcare tweets retrieval is done for each of the tweet feeds separately. Table 3 shows the results studied over 3 feeds: Arabic, London and Boston. For each one of the 3 feeds, 200 tweets randomly chosen over 2 days to measure the robustness of the selection algorithm, the evaluation has been done manually by labeling the tweet either relevant or irrelevant to healthcare.

As shown in Table 3, the first step is to start by Set_0 in the first row. It has high precision and low coverage, which is used as positive examples to train the SVM model. The second set (Set_1) is larger and potentially relevant as shown in the second row. This set is the one that matches the general health terms, and which is classified later by the SVM model. Finally, the classified set (Set_C) in the third row is used for monitoring and analysis. The results show the robustness the classification approach, where large number of healthcare tweets is identified with high precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>#tweets</th>
<th>Prec.</th>
<th>#tweets</th>
<th>Prec.</th>
<th>#tweets</th>
<th>Prec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set_0</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set_1</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set_C</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. HEALTH-RELATED TWEETS ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION

Extensive analysis is applied to the identified health-related tweets from each stream. A web interface has been developed to select any of the data streams and display the results of the analysis. The presentation of content is inspired from previous work in [17, 18], which presents a comprehensive report about relevant tweets to a given topic or entity. However, we use additional visualization tools that relate more to the analysis we use for our task. The analysis is applied to the identified tweets in the last 48 hours and the presented reports are updated every 30 minutes.

The analysis applied and presented consists of:

- **Extracting Most Popular Tweet:**
  Identified health-related tweets of each stream are grouped by aggregating similar tweets into the same group. For a fast and robust matching between tweets, we keep only the main content text of tweets by removing all hashtags, name mentions, URLs, punctuations, symbols, emoticons, and retweet symbols. Tweets that match exactly in their main content are grouped together. Groups are presented in ranked (descending) order by their size with the most common tweet form as the representative of the group along with the number of tweets in the group.

- **Extracting Top Circulated Videos, Images, and Links:**
  Since URLs in tweets are typically shortened and URLs may have multiple shortened forms, we expand all URLS to find the original URLs. We used URLs pointing to YouTube videos to obtain a ranked list of the most popular videos and embed them in the report separately. Also links pointing to Twitter images are presented for the most circulated images. Other URLs are extracted and their titles are presented with links to the pages. Links are ranked by the number of appearances in tweets.

- **Sentiment Analysis:**
  Applying sentiment analysis on the healthcare related tweets can be used as an indicator about public satisfaction or feelings towards health. We use the SentiStrength [19] tools to estimate the strength of the positive and the negative sentiments in each tweet using the scale from -5 (extremely negative) to +5 (extremely positive). Tweets are then sorted according to the sentiment score to identify the most negative and most positive tweets. Also, we show the sentiment score on the top frequent tweets, which indicates the public view especially with the most popular (re-tweeted) posts.

- **Tag Cloud:**
  The top frequent words, terms, and hash tags (excluding the stop words) are used to draw a tag cloud, where font size used for the different terms indicates their frequencies. The tag-clouds helps to summarize the most popular terms in the tweets, which in turn indicate the most popular topics people are interested in.

5. SAMPLES OF THE EXTRACTED INFORMATION FROM TWEETS

In this section we present examples of the information that was extracted from the identified healthcare tweets to demonstrate the benefit of our system. The top frequent tweets show the public awareness and concern with healthcare services. For example the third line in the most popular tweets is very important to professionals in healthcare sectors, government, and probably insurance companies to be aware with the concern of such a big difference in price for the
same procedure in two different hospitals. The first post is important for the hiring in healthcare sector.

The example of most circulated articles show the public concern about both healthcare (first two examples) and public health (in the last 2 examples). Interesting findings result from comparing the different data streams: while common health related topic like healthy life style and cuts for the healthcare are discussed in Dublin, London, and Boston., we find that in the Arabic tweets, mainly in Saudi Arabia, the virus corona was the hot topic at the same time, due to the outbreak in. So, it is really useful to get the proposed automatic update about the health public concern.

The examples of videos are mainly focusing on public health issues, such as diseases outbreaks, healthy life, and lecture on how to deal with a certain virus (corona) … etc.

The section displaying the most circulated images is a very dynamic part in the generated report, as people are sharing images very frequently. For example the tweet about a woman contracting a virus after walking barefoot has been posted more than 1,100 times, but disappeared again within 2 days. Being able to address these findings will be quite useful for caregivers.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a platform for monitoring and analyzing public tweets that relate to healthcare. We proposed an automatic approach for collecting relevant tweets to healthcare. We showed that our approach leads to the retrieval of reasonable number of healthcare tweets with high precision. The platform analyzes these collected tweets and extracts some useful information to be presented in a web interface for healthcare experts. Our platform was tested on 5 streams of tweets from specific and general location in two different languages. We believe that this platform is a good start for similar tools that helps in monitoring flowing information about health in social media in an attempt to utilize this information for improving the health services and the detection of public health threats.

For future work, we plan to apply different user studies on our platform to get feedback about its practicality for healthcare institutes. Furthermore, automatic alerting systems could be developed within the system to trigger alerts without the need for checking the web interface. A simple alert can be the number of identified health related tweets in a given window of time. Also, it can be a more advanced alert based on analyzing the appearance of new terms that indicate a healthcare disasters or threats.
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ABSTRACT
The web has rapidly become one of the main resources for medical information for many people: patients, clinicians, medical doctors, etc. Measuring the effectiveness with which information can be retrieved from web resources for these users is crucial: it brings better information to professionals for better diagnosis, treatment, patient care; and helps patients and relatives get informed on their condition. Several existing information retrieval (IR) evaluation campaigns have been developed to assess and improve medical IR methods, for example the TREC Medical Record Track [11] and TREC Genomics Track [10]. These campaigns only target certain type of users, mainly clinicians and some medical professionals: queries are mainly centered on cohorts of records describing a specific patient cases or on biomedical reports. Evaluating search effectiveness over the many heterogeneous online medical information sources now available, which are increasingly used by a diverse range of medical professionals and, very importantly, the general public, is vital to the understanding and development of medical IR. We describe the development of two benchmarks for medical IR evaluation from the Khresmoi project. The first of these has been developed using existing medical query logs for internal research within the Khresmoi project and targets both medical professionals and general public; the second has been created in the framework of a new CLEFeHealth evaluation campaign and is designed to evaluate patient search in context.

1. INTRODUCTION
The web is now used as one of the main resources for medical information by multiple user groups seeking to address many different classes of information need. Information Retrieval (IR) aims to provide results in response to user queries which address these information needs. Improving Medical IR constitutes a great challenge, as health is prevalent in everyone’s life. Evaluating the effectiveness of IR for medical search tasks is key to developing effective systems and technologies. To date several IR evaluation campaigns have been developed in order to assist assess and improve medical IR methods, for example TREC Medical Record Track [11] or TREC genomics track [10]. However, these campaigns only target certain types of users, mainly clinicians and some medical professionals; and have only examined search of health records and evaluation search queries have mainly been centered on cohorts of records describing a specific case or on biomedical reports.

Some analysis of user query logs in the medical domain show that representative queries would be much shorter, whether they come from experts or non-experts [12, 1]. Thus existing benchmarks have not explored the type of online heterogeneous medical content typically searched by both professional and non professional searchers, they have done this using laboratory style queries which are not representative of the observed querying behaviour of real users.

We describe benchmark creation for medical IR evaluation within the Khresmoi project. Khresmoi aims to develop a multilingual and multimodal search and access system for biomedical information and documents [5]. The project targets three user groups: general public, general practitioners and consultant radiologists. In this paper we focus on medical IR using text search over crawled resources, and hence on the first two user groups. In so doing, we describe two generated benchmarks: the first one has been created from existing query logs for internal research within the Khresmoi project and targets both medical professionals and general public; the second one has been created in the framework of the new CLEFeHealth evaluation campaign as part of the CLEF 2013 benchmark laboratories, and it targets patients only.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview of past and present medical IR evaluation campaigns and the benchmarks used; Section 3 provides an overview of the Khresmoi project; the benchmarks created within the project are described in Section 4 and the future work using these benchmarks is briefly introduced in Section 5.

2. MEDICAL IR EVALUATION TO-DATE
In this section, we describe past and current medical IR evaluation campaigns and developed benchmarks. We show that, while these campaigns have been important in facilitating great progress in medical IR, they are very limited in the scope of the medical search tasks addressed and that the behaviour of end users has been overlooked.

2.1 Existing Benchmarks
OHSUMED, published in 1994, was the first collection containing medical data used for IR evaluation [6]. The collection contained around 350,000 abstracts from medical journals on the MEDLINE database over a period of five years and two sets of topics: a manually created one and one based on the controlled vo-
The lack of resources representing patients and GPs information needs is motivated by several factors. First, it is much more difficult to target their diverse information needs than those of a community of practice such as clinicians due to differences in, for example, their health knowledge and computer skills. Second, they represent a much wider and more heterogeneous subject population than the populations focused on in other campaigns: patients and their relatives may have different interests, different abilities to interpret health information, and different health profiles. For example, diabetes patients may have more health knowledge on this chronic disease than patients with short-term diseases, and diabetic children will most likely wish to retrieve different types of information than their parents. However, finding documents that solve these information needs of laypeople is critical because of the effect incorrect information may have: cybercondria, self-medication, etc.

3. KHRESMOI PROJECT

As background to the development of our evaluation tasks, in this section we provide a brief overview of the Khresmoi project of which these form a part. Khresmoi aims to develop a multilingual and multimodal search and access system for biomedical information and documents [5].

The Khresmoi system is composed of multiple interacting component technologies that aim to help a user retrieve valuable medical information adapted to their requirements - preferred language, medical knowledge, etc. System components include machine translation, information retrieval, summarisation, semantic enrichment, spell checking, etc.

3.1 Use Cases

The Khresmoi project targets users who speak different languages, have different medical knowledge levels and different levels of knowledge of the language of the documents. Three use cases have been defined and studied in detail: two groups with general medical interests (general public and general practitioners); and one group of clinicians with specialized expertise (radiologists). Each of these groups have been studied within the project and their information needs and search behaviours have been classified through surveys and concrete scenarios [1].

3.2 Khresmoi System Evaluation

A major part of the Khresmoi project is the evaluation of Khresmoi technologies as used by our target user groups in order to assess the success and efficiency of Khresmoi project outcomes. Two types of evaluations are being carried out: user-centred evaluation, involving subjects performing predefined tasks on Khresmoi prototypes; and empirical evaluations, for automated assessment of system performance, both in terms of the effectiveness of individual components and the components in combination, and specifically how they interact in combination. Datasets are created to conduct all of these evaluations in a comprehensive and consistent manner.

3.3 CLEFeHealth

In order to extend our investigation of medical IR beyond the scope of the Khresmoi project itself, members of the Khresmoi project team are also participating in the organisation of a health...
related evaluation workshop: CLEFeHealth\(^4\) as part of the CLEF 2013 benchmarking laboratories. The goal of CLEFeHealth is to evaluate systems that support laypeople in searching for and understanding their health information. CLEF eHealth is comprised of three specific tasks related to information access.

The specific use case considered is as follows: Before leaving hospital, a patient receives a discharge summary. This describes the diagnosis and the treatment that they received in hospital.

The first task considered in the workshop aims at extracting names of disorders from the discharge summaries, while the second task requires normalisation and expansion of abbreviations and acronyms present in the discharge summaries. The use case then postulates that, given the discharge summaries and the diagnosed disorders, patients often have questions regarding their health condition. The goal of the third task is to provide valuable and relevant documents to patients, so as to satisfy their health-related information need.

One of the features of this scenario is that we are able to identify the patient context in which the search is made from the contents of the discharge report. The role of Khresmoi within CLEF eHealth is as part of the team running the third task.

4. MEDICAL IR BENCHMARK CREATION

In this section we describe the benchmarks for medical IR evaluation, developed within the Khresmoi project and the CLEF eHealth workshop. A more detailed description of the benchmark developed for CLEF eHealth is described in [4]. These benchmarks are composed of a document collection, a set of queries and a list of relevant documents for each query. The document collection is shared across both benchmarks and described next. This is followed by details on the query set and relevant document set generation process used in the Khresmoi project test collection.

4.1 Khresmoi Document Collection

The Khresmoi document collection consists of a large web crawl of health resources, containing about 1.5 million documents. This collection consists of web pages covering a broad range of health topics, targeted at both the general public and healthcare professionals. These domains consist predominantly of health and medicine websites that have been certified by the Health on the Net (HON) Foundation\(^5\) as adhering to the HONcode principles\(^6\) (60–70% of the collection), as well as other commonly used health and medicine websites such as Drugbank\(^7\), Diagnosia\(^8\) and Trip Answers\(^9\).

4.2 Khresmoi Query Set

In order to perform some of the evaluations mentioned in Section 3.2, queries have been gathered for two use cases: general public and physicians. To obtain a set of queries representative of what our potential end-users would enter in a search system, we collected queries from existing query logs. For the general public, queries have been gathered from Health on the Net (HON) search engine. This query log contains queries issued in various languages, only the English ones were considered here. The physicians queries come from the Trip database\(^10\) query logs. A set of 50 short general public (1–2 words in length), 50 long general public queries (>2 words in length), and 50 general practitioner (average 3 words in length) queries have been created for each use case. They have been manually selected by medical professionals to be representative of Khresmoi end-users. Moreover, they have been manually corrected (if they contained spelling errors) and translated into Czech, French and German. Classical IR dataset provide a description with each of the query in order to support the relevance assessment process. However, a description of the query can only be given by the author of the query when she is performing the search. As this information cannot be retrieved from query logs, it had to be generated by medical experts from selected queries, by estimating or inferring the likely search context based on their experience, and on the Khresmoi user requirements [1]. A category and a description are added manually to each query, as shown in the following example:

```
<query>
<title lang="en">thrombocytopenia treatment corticosteroids length</title>
<desc>How long should be the corticosteroids treatment to cure thrombocytopenia?</desc>
<narr>Documents should contain information about treatments of thrombocytopenia, and especially
```

4.3 CLEFeHealth Query Set

The queries used in this task aim to model those used by patients to find out more about their disorders, once they have examined a discharge summary. The discharge summaries used for the task originate from the de-identified clinical free-text notes of the MIMIC II database, Version 2.5. Disorders have been identified within discharge summaries and linked to the matching UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) concept.

A query is generated for a given disorder and a discharge summary by nursing medical experts. Medical experts were used in this query generation process to overcome issues with patient privacy and recruitment. We believe that, being in daily contact with patients receiving treatments and discharge summaries, nurses are familiar with patients information needs and patient profiles.

65 disorders were randomly selected from a set of 1,006 disorders identified in CLEF eHealth Task 1. For each disorder, a discharge summary containing the disorder itself has been randomly selected. Using the pairs of disorder and associated discharge summary, the medical experts developed a set of patient queries (and criteria for judging the relevance of documents to the queries, for use in the relevance assessment task described in the next section). Queries are generated in the standard TREC format, consisting of a topic title (text of the query), description (longer description of what the query means), and a narrative (expected content of the relevant documents). A field describing the patient profile has also been added. The following example outlines a query:

```
<query>
<title>thrombocytopenia treatment corticosteroids length</title>
<desc>How long should be the corticosteroids treatment to cure thrombocytopenia?</desc>
<narr>Documents should contain information about treatments of thrombocytopenia, and especially
```
corticosteroids. It should describe the treatment, its duration and how the disease is cured using it.

<scenario> The patient has a short-term disease, or has been hospitalised after an accident (little to no knowledge of the disorder, short-term treatment)
</scenario>

<profile> Professional female </profile>
</narr>

With this approach, five training and fifty test queries have been generated for use in the task. 65 disorders have been selected (i.e. more than the targeted number of queries) because some disorders/questions may not be answerable using web pages from the document collection. During the query generation process, the experts manually removed disorders from the list of 65 that do not allow for realistic query generation. CLEF eHealth task participants were allowed to use the discharge summaries along with the query as contextual information.

4.4 Relevance Assessments

Relevance assessments for the Khresmoi query set were formed based on pooled sets generated using a combination of existing retrieval approaches. Documents in the pooled result sets have been rated as relevant or irrelevant to the queries by medical experts using details of document relevance given in the description field of each query topic. The relevance of each document was assessed by one expert.

Relevance assessments were conducted for the CLEF eHealth query set after task participants submitted their runs. Each participant was required to submit a baseline run that does not incorporate any advanced techniques (e.g., sophisticated annotation, query expansion, etc. techniques), and could submit up to three additional runs generated using the discharge summaries associated with the queries, and up to three runs using techniques of their choice which do not use the discharge summaries. To add diversity, while keeping the relevance assessment load as light as possible, pooled sets for relevance assessment were generated by merging the top 10 documents from participants baseline run, the best run using discharge summaries and the best run without using them, with duplicates removed. Relevance assessment was conducted on a 4-point scale: (3: highly relevant, 2: somewhat relevant, 1: on topic but unreliable, 0: not relevant). Two qrel files were created: one which maintains this graded 4-point scale and one which maps this 4-point scale to a binary scale: (3, 2) → 1: relevant, (1, 0) → 0: not relevant.

5. FUTURE WORK

In this paper we described the creation of two new medical IR evaluation benchmarks. These benchmarks are rich resources representative of patients and general practitioners information needs. This benchmark generation also allowed us to investigate the creation of realistic query sets and useful contextual descriptions. This has been done either for existing queries, where the context has to be inferred, and made-up queries, where the context was set by real discharge summaries. While there are no other benchmarks covering such a context, their release represents great potential for improvement of medical IR.

In that sense, CLEF eHealth dataset has been released and 9 teams submitted runs to this campaign. Results were promising and their analysis is described in [3]. Participants results, outputs of the CLEF workshop and other fora will be used to improve the design of the task and the datasets for the 2014 lab.

Within Khresmoi, evaluation of the IR system will be conducted using the Khresmoi test collection described in this paper. Moreover, a set of global empirical evaluations will be performed using this same dataset, in order to evaluate the components interactions and the influence of their performances on each other.
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ABSTRACT
There is increasing interest in and need for innovative solutions to medical search. In this paper we present the EU-funded Khresmoi medical search and access system, currently in year 3 of 4 of development across 12 partners. The Khresmoi system uses a component-based architecture housed in the cloud to allow for the development of several innovative applications to support target users’ medical information needs. The Khresmoi search systems based on this architecture have been designed to support the multilingual and multimodal information needs of three target groups: the general public, general practitioners and consultant radiologists. In this paper we focus on the presentation of the systems to support the latter two groups using semantic, multilingual text and image-based (including 2D and 3D radiology images) search.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Khresmoi project1 is developing a multilingual multimodal search and access system for medical and health information and documents. It addresses the challenges of searching through huge amounts of medical data, including general medical information available from various online sources via the internet, as well as 2D and 3D radiology images in hospital archives. The system

---

1 http://khresmoi.eu/
allows text querying in several languages with query translation for cross language searching, in combination with image queries. Extensive medical knowledge bases support semantic search. Results can be translated using a machine translation tool specifically trained on medical text.

The system is aimed at three main end user groups: members of the general public, general practitioners and consultant radiologists (a group for whom image search is crucial). An outline of the Khresmoi concept is shown in Figure 1. In this paper we focus on innovative search functionality for general practitioners and consultant radiologists search.

2. KHRESMOI TECHNOLOGY

The Khresmoi system has been developed using a Service Component Architecture (SCA) supported by a cloud infrastructure [7]. Components in this system include a search component, a knowledge-base component, a machine translation component, a query disambiguation component, a spell-checking component, etc. An overview of how these components are combined in the architecture is shown in Figure 3. The sources of the documents indexed are shown on the left of the figure (in purple). Text is crawled from websites aimed at the general public and physicians, while images and text are extracted from open access medical journals. 3D images (MR/CT) and associated radiology report text are exported from a Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) and indexed to be accessed by radiologists working within the hospital in which this data is stored.

The components that process and index the data are shown in blue. Key components in this architecture are built upon open source software, developed by project partners, which has been significantly advanced by work in Khresmoi to meet the retrieval requirements of medical search systems.

GATE\(^2\): The General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) is used to annotate documents at word, section and document levels. Through work in Khresmoi, its capabilities for annotating medical documents have been expanded. The use of cycles of manual correction of the annotations to allow the automatic annotation software to improve the annotation results by learning to correct its errors has also been extensively tested.

Mimir\(^3\) uses GATE annotations to perform semantic search. The latest version of Mimir (Mimir 4) includes the ability to rank returned documents.

ezDL\(^4\) is a framework for interactive search applications. It has been extended with the capability to display image search results, as well as extensive tools to facilitate collaborative search, such as the ability to share documents and queries between users.

ParaDISE is a new visual search engine developed in Khresmoi as a successor to the GNU Image Finding Tool (GIFT). It is more scalable than GIFT due to the use of Hadoop/MapReduce, and contains state-of-the-art image features and visual similarity calculation.

Figure 2: The web frontend

Figure 3: Overview of the Khresmoi architecture

Furthermore, the MOSES statistical machine translation software\(^5\) has been trained on extensive collections of medical documents to obtain domain-adapted statistical machine translation in the medical domain. The OWLIM semantic repository\(^6\) has received performance and functionality upgrades, and has also had its medical knowledge base expanded through the addition of new medical vocabularies and new links between the medical vocabularies.

Finally, technology for analysing 3D CT and MR images is being developed. This allows structures in the images to be automatically identified and mapped to a standard vocabulary. It

\(^2\) https://gate.ac.uk/
\(^3\) https://gate.ac.uk/mimir/
\(^4\) http://ezdl.de/
\(^5\) http://www.statmt.org/moses/
\(^6\) http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
also allows retrieval of images to be done based on the visual similarity between images.

The modular integration of multiple software technologies in the system architecture allows for easy development of the required medical search applications, such as the general practitioner and radiologist applications described next.

3. MEDICAL SEARCH FOR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS

The Khresmoi search prototype for general practitioners combines technologies developed within the Khresmoi project into an integrated platform. It currently provides two user interfaces. One is a browser based web application\(^7\) written in GWT while the other is a Java Swing desktop application\(^8\). Both share a common backend service infrastructure also written in Java. A third user interface for Android devices is currently under development.

Crawled websites with trustworthy medical information targeted at practitioners are semantically annotated using GATE technology, and then indexed by Mimir, described in previous section. In addition, images from medical publications are also indexed (using ParaDISE, described in previous section).

The web frontend (see Figure 2) features basic functionality including running text-based searches, filtering and sorting of result sets. It also includes a facet explorer, which provides a means to quickly filter the result set using the available metadata attributes. The system offers spelling corrections and disambiguation suggestions while a user is typing a query. The system marks documents that the user has viewed with an eye icon (visible in the highlighted result in Figure 2) to allow the user to more easily keep track of the progress of the search process. Result sets may include images which can be used to trigger searches for visually similar images.

Users can store retrieved documents in a tray for later inspection. The personal library is a permanent storage for documents of various formats and is available to all registered users. Queries are recorded and can easily be reissued by utilizing a separate view in the interface.

The interface consists of several components each containing an aspect of the system’s functionality, which are arranged in predefined layouts suitable for the most common user tasks. All components can be (un-)hidden from the perspective, re-sized and moved in the interface.

The Swing interface includes all features of the web prototype. In addition, the desktop client has collaborative features, which registered users can use to share documents with other users or user groups. For scientific work import and export of document Bibtex records is supported.

Both interfaces are fully internationalised for all Khresmoi project languages, including English, German, French, Spanish and Czech, as well as for Chinese and Vietnamese. The system also offers translation suggestions for search terms – for example, a German-speaking physician wishing to search in the English literature can type in the search terms in German and selected the proposed translations into English. The user may also machine translate the summaries of documents back into their selected language.

\(^7\) http://khresmoi.is.inf.uni-due.de:8182/
\(^8\) http://khresmoi.is.inf.uni-due.de/khresmoi.jnlp
The prototype for radiologists was created based on the Swing version of the interface. It shares the same technological basis and is described in the next section.

4. MEDICAL SEARCH FOR RADIOLGISTS

Similar to the Khresmoi search for general practitioners, the Khresmoi search system for radiologists combines technologies developed within the Khresmoi project into an integrated platform. This system is for use by radiologists in medical institutions, allowing for the search and comparison of 2D and 3D radiology images. Given the sensitive nature of the medical imagining data of patients, the system is not publicly available. However, a demo can be viewed.\footnote{http://youtu.be/UnPs7NSet1g}

Figure 4 presents the interface instantiated for use by radiologists (also noticeable by the colour scheme adapted to the radiology requirements). Note that this is the same interface framework shown in Figure 2, but with different tools visible. Here the query is the selected area of the image slice shown in the left panel. The images in the panel on the right are returned based on their visual similarity to the region marked in the query. In the central panel, the selected image is shown with the region corresponding best to the query region highlighted. The associated radiology report is shown below the central image. For this application, only the images stored in the archives of the hospital in which the system is used are indexed. However, the possibility to do a visual search of 2D images from the medical literature is also provided.

A use case for this system is that a radiologist faced with an unusual or unknown structure in an image can query the hospital archives for images containing a similar structure, and use the (anonymised) radiology reports associated with these images to guide the reading of the image.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Medical search systems are required by different classes of individuals – from members of the general public with differing levels of medical knowledge and a range of search and language skills, to numerous classes and types of medical professionals. The Khresmoi project satisfies this need through the development of different instantiations of the multilingual multimodal medical search systems for different classes of users. In this paper we present the Khresmoi system, with a particular focus on Khresmoi Professional which currently provides multilingual semantic, text and image based medical search applications for two classes of users: general practitioners and consultant radiologists.

These systems were developed in a holistic way, taking into consideration users’ needs and requirements as determined by extensive questionnaires and analyses conducted within the Khresmoi project \[3, 5\]. Rounds of user-centered evaluation at both the interface component and interface system level have been, and continue to be, used for iterative system refinement \[1, 2, 4\]. These evaluations use general practitioners and radiologists to perform realistic tasks, to enable development of systems which function for the target users in the most useful ways.

In addition, the backend system components are empirically evaluated using document and image collections and generated search test collections from the Khresmoi project, which represent real users’ information needs and querying behaviours \[8\]. As part of this analysis a novel global empirical evaluation is being conducted to measure the impact of components of the system on each other, and importantly how the performance of these components in isolation and combination impact on the information displayed to users and on the end user experience \[6\].
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ABSTRACT
Achieving high precision in search engines is particularly difficult when dealing with specific technical domains, such as the medical domain, where vocabulary mismatch problems are more prone to occur. Query expansion using lexical or semantic relations is a well-known technique that can attenuate the vocabulary mismatch problem as demonstrated by earlier research. However, existing approaches do not exploit potentially connected open Web-based vocabularies that are increasingly being used by the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS).

In this paper, we propose a query expansion technique that exploits term labels and semantic relationships in such vocabularies to improve search results. We evaluate this technique using a SKOS representation of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and the TREC-9 Filtering datasets. Our results show that our SKOS-based query expansion technique improves the P@10, nDCG@10 and MAP metrics across various retrieval models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An information retrieval system can automatically refine user queries by exploiting the semantic relationships between terms and either reformulate queries on the fly or expand terms when documents are being indexed. Modern IR systems already allow the inclusion of thesauri such as WordNet or support query expansion via automatic thesauri generation. However, thesauri used in existing approaches are not Web-based and do not distinguish between the notion of identifiable concepts and associated terms.

Query expansion using a knowledge organization system allows a solid representation of expert knowledge containing real-world concepts that are referred to using different terms and with multiple different relations. Hundreds of knowledge organization systems needed for query expansion are now expressed using the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) and become available as Linked Data on the Web. As a result, definitions of real-world concepts are represented as connected Web resources, which are identified by dereferencable URIs and have term definitions attached. One of such cases is the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), which is used in large publications such as PubMed, and is now accessible in SKOS containing over 24,626 concepts, and 150,617 concept-labels. This leads us to our research question: how can SKOS vocabularies be exploited for query expansion in information retrieval systems.

We propose an approach that uses open, Web-based vocabularies for term expansion either at query or indexing time. In addition to well-known label-based expansion techniques it also supports URI-based query expansion, which is useful when documents such as metadata descriptions contain URI references to concepts defined in SKOS vocabularies. Our approach is agnostic to the vocabulary generation approach and supports manually curated or automatically generated thesauri as long as they are expressed in SKOS.

The central contributions of this paper are: (1) a general SKOS-based query expansion method and a description of how it influences different retrieval models; (2) an open-source implementation of a SKOS-based query expansion model; and (3) an evaluation of our proposed method using the TREC-9 Filtering dataset and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) SKOS vocabulary. Our results show that the P@10, nDCG@10 and MAP metrics improve, with our expansion method, across various retrieval models.

2. RELATED WORK
Typical query expansion techniques [3] take advantage of statistical correlation, synonyms, the knowledge of the morphology of words, and the use of dictionaries to improve the quality of search results. Voorhees [14] found that automatic expansion using synonym sets from WordNet can degrade performance, while hand picking concepts improves short or ambiguous queries. Hersh et al. [4] described OHSUMED, a medical test collection with judgments, based on journals from the National Library of Medicine (NLM). Later in [5],

1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
2https://github.com/behas/lucene-skos
Hersh et al. expanded with child terms from MeSH because journals in OHSUMED are indexed using the narrowest indexing terms. They also found that simply adding the new expansions to the query is a simple yet effective approach.

Broader techniques have been proposed since, to cover more formal descriptions of domain-specific thesauri. This field has been quite active as is described by Bhogal et al. [2] who reviewed several ontology-based query expansion techniques. Trying to balance between simple thesauri and ontology representations, the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [11] is a standard model for sharing and linking controlled vocabularies (thesauri, taxonomies, classification systems, etc.) on the Web. It defines a set of classes and properties to represent vocabularies as Web graphs. The fundamental building block of a SKOS vocabulary is the Concept. Each Concept has an unique URI identifier and associated preferred indexing terms, alternative terms, and semantic relations. Thus, SKOS provides a mechanism to fully encode domain-specific thesauri.

When expanding a query term, the relationships among terms also play a key role in the process. Bai et al. [1] confirmed the importance of term-relationships expansion, and also proposed to expand queries based on the relationship between a set of terms and a single term. Thus, SKOS also provides multiple types of relationships to better assist in the query-expansion process: the skos:altLabel property is used to declare additional synonyms, abbreviations and acronyms for the concept. The use of broader-narrower relationships between concepts creates a hierarchically organized graph of conceptual resources. In addition, the property skos:related can be used to assert a non-hierarchical, associative relationships between two concepts. Figure 1, illustrates an expanded query with multiple types of expansions, e.g. skos:broader, skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel. More recent approaches, have mastered several techniques for integrating thesaurus-like resources in query expansion. Lin and Demner-Fushman [6] and Zhou et al. [15] investigated the creation of custom similarities to score concept matches with more emphasis than word matches. Zhou et al. used the MeSH thesaurus with one hierarchical level of relationships and synonyms. In our case, we provide support for multiple levels (MeSH SKOS has 12 hierarchical levels) and multiple relation categories. Theobald et al. [12] developed a system that performs expansion only when thematic similarity is above a threshold, but found that it implies a high execution cost and hard-tuning of parameters.

3. SKOS-BASED QUERY EXPANSION

An information retrieval system supporting SKOS-based query expansion loads SKOS vocabularies and expands incoming queries based on the term definitions and semantic relationship in these vocabularies. Figure 1 shows an example query “thrombocytopenia in gestation” expanded by MeSH definitions. The system found that “gestation” and “pregnancy”, as well as “thrombocytopenia” and “thrombopenia” are defined as being synonyms (skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel). It also found that “blood platelet disorders” is a broader term (skos:broader) for “thrombocytopenia”. These terms are then added to the query, causing queries that would not match previously, such as “thrombopenia in pregnancy”, to match. To consider the type of expansion for scoring and ranking, it keeps an attribute indicating the type of SKOS property that caused the expansion.

Figure 1: SKOS Query Expansion example

Our proposed SKOS-based query expansion approach consist of three major building blocks: term expansion, scoring and weighting based on term expansion types.

3.1 Term expansion

Expanding terms requires that SKOS vocabularies are loaded by an information retrieval system. This can be performed either by dereferencing the URIs of concept definitions and following links to related concepts (crawling) or downloading and expanding packaged vocabularies (dump load) from a given URI. In both cases the system requires a single URI to bootstrap SKOS-based query expansion.

Term expansion at query time is part of the query analysis process and performed after the query is tokenized and before any stemming or lemmatization is applied. For each token in the user query the SKOS query expander looks up possible expansions in its internal SKOS representation, which could be represented as an inverted index having SKOS labels in the dictionary and concept URIs in the posting list. Matching expansion terms are then added to the internal query representation in which each expansion term carries an attribute indicating the expansion type, as shown in the previous example. This allows domain experts to fine-tune the influence of expanded terms on scoring of query results according to the needs in their information retrieval scenario.

3.2 Scoring

Term expansion can lead to a large number of terms added to the original query. While this should generally increase retrieval effectiveness, it might also cause query drift, which means that an expanded query does not reflect the user’s initial information need anymore. Instead of applying expensive pruning methods, our proposed scoring model leverages the explicit declaration of expansion types in query representations. This allows the configuration of to what extent certain SKOS definitions contribute to the final score. Our approach uses regular text retrieval functions, which are minimally modified to enable scoring based on the expansion type. The following formula shows our scoring method applied to the $tf-idf$ retrieval model. The score of a query in relation to a given document can be conveyed as follows:

$$\text{Score}(q, d) = \text{coord}_{q,d} \cdot \left( \sum_{t \in q} (tf_{t,d} \cdot idf_t) + \sum_{c \in \text{expansions}(q)} (tf_{e,d} \cdot idf_e \cdot \text{boost}_{t,\text{type}}) \right)$$

$\text{expansions}(q)$ denotes the set of expansions found for query $q$. $\text{coord}_{q,d}$ is a score factor calculated based on the number of terms matching the document and $\text{boost}_{t,\text{type}}$ is a boost factor that varies with the expansion type of $t$. 36
With the coord_{a,d} factor, we ensure that a document with more matching query terms will score higher. The score for documents that match more alternative terms, broader, narrower or related concepts resulting from the expansion of the original query will also be higher.

Since not all query terms are equally important, especially when they were not explicitly entered by the user, as it is the case with query expansion, original query terms and terms resulting from expansions have to be weighted differently. This can be controlled by the boost factor boost_{term}. It balances the contributions of the original and expanded query terms to the final score and allows flexible weighting schemes based on expansion types. One could, for instance, weight skos:related expansion types less than synonym definitions (skos:altLabel). An optimal setup is a combination of boost values, one for each SKOS expansion type.

Similarly, we also implemented this scoring method for the BM25, BM25L, BM25+ and LTC retrieval models. Due to lack of space we omit the description of these functions.

4. EVALUATION

We evaluated our approach on the TREC-9 Filtering track dataset, which is a modified version of the OHSUMED dataset. Queries were expanded using the MeSH vocabulary expressed in SKOS. In our tests we restricted the expansion to preferred terms and alternative terms. The overall performance was measured using the average performance over the complete set of queries. We focused on three metrics: precision, normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) and Mean Average Precision (MAP). In our evaluation only documents judged as definitely relevant were considered for precision and MAP calculations.

4.1 Datasets

The TREC-9 Filtering dataset is a subset of the MEDLINE database with about 350,000 references from 270 journals covering four years from 1987 to 1991. Each reference contains common bibliographic metadata, including record fields for title, authors and abstract. In addition, each document contains indexing terms from the Medical Subject Headings. The collection includes three-level relevance judgments, which were assigned to documents by human assessors. The TREC-9 Filtering dataset contains 63 queries from the original OHSUMED dataset.

The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) is a controlled vocabulary managed by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) and is used to index millions of articles in the MEDLINE database. Physicians and medical librarians can use the terms in this vocabulary in their search activities to find the most relevant documents. MeSH is structured in various levels establishing thesaurus-like hierarchical relationships. Van Assem et al [13] made available a SKOS version of the MeSH thesaurus.

4.2 Results

The evaluation is split into two parts: first, we study the performance of our proposed method for tf–idf and BM25; second we extend the evaluation of SKOS-based query expansion to several state-of-the-art retrieval models.

4.2.1 Standard retrieval models

The results of our initial evaluation with tf–idf and BM25 are presented in Table 1. The performance of the system without expansion is labeled “No Exp.” and the best result with SKOS query expansion is labeled “SKOS”. The latter is obtained by repeating the benchmarks several times to find the best performing value for the boost parameter, for each retrieval model and each retrieval metric, using a random 30% sample of all queries. This parameter value is then used to benchmark the full set the queries. Using the full set of queries we present charts depicting this procedure in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) where we can see the boost values where performance is best.

For tf–idf P@10 improves 6.2% while nDCG@10 is improved by 5%. The performance with BM25 improves 5.2% for P@10 and 5.4% for nDCG@10. The improvements for MAP can be seen in Table 2, for all retrieval models evaluated. The improvements with tf–idf and BM25 are of 8.3% and 5.3% respectively.

4.2.2 Improved retrieval models

In contrast to Lu et al. [7], we formalized MeSH concepts as SKOS concepts and evaluated other retrieval models besides tf–idf. First, we chose tf–idf with logarithmic term frequency normalization, also known as LTC weighting scheme. Secondly, we also considered BM25L [9] and BM25+ [8] by Lv et al. that aim to eliminate the issues with BM25 when ranking documents with heterogeneous length.

As can be seen in Table 1, P@10 is best with BM25L and BM25+, which reached 0.298 and 0.297 respectively. In Figure 2(a), we can see that all functions have its optimal boost value in the range between 0.3 and 0.8. There is also a steep decline in precision for all BM25-based functions when the boost value passes 0.7. The decline for the tf–idf-based functions is not as strong. We believe BM25L and BM25+ properties concerning heterogeneous document lengths also provides a better weighting of the long queries generated by our query expansion method.

BM25L marginally edges out BM25+, as can be seen on Figure 2(b), reaching an nDCG@10 result of 0.433 while BM25+ gets 0.426, with a boost of 0.6 and 0.5 respectively. The performance of the BM25-based functions starts to decline for boost values greater than 0.7, and a bit earlier for the tf–idf-based functions. The BM25 models are more robust as they are able to maintain good retrieval performance across a larger range of boost values. In the end, the best function overall is the BM25L with the best boost around the values of 0.55 and 0.6.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Finding semantically related words for query terms and adding them to internal query representations allows information retrieval systems to overcome mismatches between the users’ vocabulary and the indexed documents. The proposed SKOS-based query expansion approach offers a straightforward way of making use of Web-based vocabularies to improve retrieval effectiveness across retrieval models. Evaluation with the TREC-9 Filtering dataset, demonstrated that SKOS-based query expansion is best implemented with the BM25L retrieval model, due to its support for the long queries generated by the expansion and for its robustness to expansion weights variations.

In this paper we reported the results we obtained from evaluating our approach and implementation against the TREC-9 Filtering dataset and the MeSH vocabulary. At the moment, we are expanding to further domains.
Figure 2: Term weights analysis with SKOS-MeSH expansions.

Table 1: P@10 and nDCG@10 results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
<th>LTC</th>
<th>BM25</th>
<th>BM25L</th>
<th>BM25+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exp.</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOS</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: MAP results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
<th>LTC</th>
<th>BM25</th>
<th>BM25L</th>
<th>BM25+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
<td>P@10</td>
<td>nDCG@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Exp.</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOS</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Allowing patients access to their physicians’ notes has the potential to enhance their understanding of disease and improve medication adherence and healthcare outcomes. However, a recent study involving over ten thousand patients showed that allowing patients to read their electronic health record (EHR) notes caused confusion, especially for the vulnerable (e.g., lower literacy, lower income) groups. This finding is not surprising as EHR notes contain medical jargon that may be difficult for patients to comprehend. To improve patients’ EHR note comprehension, we are developing a biomedical natural language processing system called NoteAid (http://clinicalnotaid.org), which translates medical jargon into consumer-oriented lay language. The current NoteAid implementations link EHR medical terms to their definitions and other related educational material. Our evaluation has shown that all NoteAid implementations improve self-rated EHR note comprehension by 23% to 40% of lay people.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Allowing patients direct access to their electronic health record (EHR) notes has been shown to enhance medical understanding and improve medication adherence and healthcare outcomes [1]. However, a recent study involving over ten thousand patients showed that allowing patients to read their EHR notes caused confusion, especially for vulnerable (e.g., lower literacy, lower income) groups [1].

The level of a patient’s EHR note comprehension depends on his/her level of health literacy. The Institute of Medicine defined health literacy as “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic information and services needed to make appropriate decisions regarding their health”[2]. However, the average American reads at or below an 8th grade level, and over 90 million Americans have limited health literacy [3]. Jones et al. (1992) [4] showed that 50% patients do not understand at least one term in their medical problem list. Lober et al. (2006) [5] found that medical terminology presented a barrier to almost one third of population. EHR notes contain complex medical conditions; abbreviations and other medical jargon that make it hard for patients to comprehend. Example 1, below, shows an excerpt from a de-identified EHR progress note. A patient might find it hard to understand the abbreviations “hx”, “ED”, “SOB” and the medical terms “psoriasis” and “bronchitis”.

Example 1: A patient with hx of active tobacco abuse, bronchitis, and psoriasis presented to ED earlier today with c/o SOB, mild wheezing, chest congestion and chills.

We are therefore developing a biomedical natural language processing (NLP) system called NoteAid that translates medical jargon into lay language. Studies have shown that patient education is effective in improving health literacy, decreasing disease severity, improving self-management behaviors, and reducing hospitalizations [6-8]. We hypothesize that NoteAid will improve patients’ comprehension of their clinical notes and ultimately their healthcare outcome. In our previous evaluation study [9] we reported that NoteAid system improved self-rated EHR note comprehension. In that evaluation, a subject was provided with a clinical note without and with the NoteAid system (in that order) and was asked to report comprehension score of the note. The evaluation design introduced an ordering bias. In this study, we eliminate the ordering bias by randomly assigning EHR note, either with or without the NoteAid system and examine patient EHR comprehension with the systems.

2. RELATED WORK
There is a rich literature related to health literacy and comprehension. A substantial amount of work has been done to compile consumer health vocabulary (CHV) [10], [11]. Elhadad (2006) [12] provided definitions of unfamiliar terms and found that such an approach significantly improved reader’s comprehension of online news stories. Zeng-Treitler et al. (2007) [13] designed and implemented a text translator that identifies difficult terms and replaces them with easier-to-read synonyms. Approaches have been also been developed to predict term familiarity with linguistic/stylistic features [14], term frequency [12], machine learning [15] as well as machine translation [16]. Tools have also been developed to simplify EHR note content using both syntactic and semantic approaches (e.g.,[17], [18]). Smith et al. (2011) [19] improved coherence by manually rewriting a clinical note and found increased comprehension by lay people.
InfoButtons [20] and the Patient Clinical Information System (PatCIS) [21] provided patients with online information resources and educational material [22]. However, the education material was manually compiled by the researchers after reading the EHR notes. In contrast, the NoteAid system [9] automatically extracts
complex medical jargon from EHR notes and links them to patient education material.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 The NoteAid System
As shown in Figure 1, the NoteAid system has three modules: Concept Identifier (CI), Definition Locator (DL) and Definition Filter (DF). CI processes the input text and maps terms to the corresponding UMLS concepts. DL fetches definitions from Medline Plus, Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), or Wikipedia (Wiki) if the term definition is found. We improved the quality of definitions fetched by Wiki by adding a DF, which fetches a definition if article is health-related. Wiki assigns each article a set of categories, which are organized into a direct acyclic graph. We recognize an article as health-related if any of the assigned category or the corresponding hierarchical categories belong to the following two terms: clinical and health.

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of the NoteAid system

3.2 Evaluation Procedure and Metrics
In this study, we evaluated four NoteAid implementations: MedlinePlus (linking EHR concepts to definitions in Medline Plus), UMLS (linking EHR concepts to their synonyms and definitions in the Unified Medical Language System), Wikipedia (Wiki, linking EHR concepts to health-related articles in Wikipedia) and the hybrid system that integrates the three aforementioned implementations.

3.2.1 Subjects
With the IRB approval, we recruited subjects from the Amazon Mechanic Turk (AMT). We used AMT because the subjects have various background and qualifications, and therefore are representative in terms of health literacy. Many research studies use AMT for data collection and survey and have proven to be a reliable resource [23].

3.2.2 Evaluation Data
We randomly selected 20 de-identified progress notes (PGN) from the Pittsburgh NLP repository [24]. We measure the readability of notes with Flesch-Kincaid grade level [25]. Lower Flesch-Kincaid grade level implies higher readability.

3.2.3 Evaluation Process
We evaluate a total of five systems: the baseline system in which a clinical note is presented without a NoteAid implementation and four NoteAid implementations where a note is presented with a NoteAid implementation. We recruited 25 subjects, 5 subjects for each of the 5 systems. Each subject was asked to evaluate 20 PGN notes. For each note (either the note alone or with a NoteAid implementation), we asked the subject to read and score his/her level of comprehension on a scale of 1-5. Each subject was given a link to a welcome page describing the study, followed by demographic information page, qualifying question page, pages containing EHR notes to evaluate and finally a thank-you page along with the validation code.

For quality control, we gave each subject a question related to his/her evaluation data. The evaluation was hosted and the evaluation results were stored on a local server. At the end of the evaluation subjects received a code to confirm their participation in the study and receive payment for the task. Each subject spent 30–40 mins to complete the entire evaluation and s/he was paid $5.

Four subjects failed to complete the evaluations. Our results were based on the analyses of the evaluation of the remaining 21 subjects who completed their tasks.

3.2.4 Evaluation Criteria
We report the average self-rated comprehension scores and used the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to compare the comprehension score with and without a NoteAid implementation and between different NoteAid implementations.

In order to evaluate whether the self-rated comprehension scores represent readability, we report the correlation between the Flesch-Kincaid grade level [25] and self-rated comprehension scores. We also evaluate whether education is correlated with self-rated comprehension scores and report the Pearson coefficient value between the education level (four scales in decreasing order: Master, Bachelor, Associates, and High School).

3.2.5 Demographic Information of Subjects
Twenty-one subjects (9 female and 12 male) completed the evaluation. The number of White American (White), Asian, and Black American (Black) were 15, 4, and 2 respectively. The subjects in the study had a wide range of educational (Edu) backgrounds. Six (28.57%) subjects had a Masters (MA, MS) degree and 6 (28.57%) had Bachelors (BA, BS) degree each, 2 (9.52%) of them had an Associate (Asso) degree and the remaining 7 (33.34%) subjects had a high school diploma (High Sch). Table 1 details the demographic information of subjects as well as their education status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Notes Alone</th>
<th>Medline Plus</th>
<th>UMLS</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Sch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asso</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA, BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA, MS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS
The 20 PGNs comprise of 473 sentences, 4862 words and have an average Flesch Kincaid Grade Level of 9.8. Table 2 below shows the average comprehension scores of PGNs without any NoteAid implementation and with each of the four NoteAid implementations. The average comprehension score of subjects and Flesch-Kincaid grade level had a spearman ranked correlation coefficient of rho =-0.77 (p<0.01).

As shown in Table 2, all NoteAid implementations improved self-rated PGN note comprehension and the improvements were statistically significant (p<0.01, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test). The difference in comprehension scores between different NoteAid implementation was not statistically significant except for the difference between the MedlinePlus and the UMLS implementations (p<0.01, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test). Table 2 also shows the number of concepts identified by each of the NoteAid implementations.
Our results show that, when the clinical notes are presented alone, the self-rated comprehension scores are highly correlated (0.98 Pearson coefficient) with the education levels of the subjects. The results support the validity of self-rated comprehension scores. In contrast, the correlation results are mixed with different NoteAid implementations. While the UMLS has a correlation value of 0.71, the MedlinePlus and Hybrid implementations decrease to 0.31 and 0.04. The Wiki implementation has a negative correlation: -0.47. Several factors may contribute to the results. First, the definition quality of the UMLS, Wiki, MedlinePlus and Hybrid resources are not yet evaluated and it is unclear whether the definitions correctly represent the semantic meanings of the notes. Secondly, although providing definitions may help comprehension, providing too much or unnecessary information (such as Wiki) may hurt those who have a better education level.

In future work, we need to conduct a comprehensive “think aloud” evaluation study to understand the behavior of users. We will also need to evaluate the quality of definitions of different NoteAid implementations and patient comprehension by replacing complex medical jargon with its equivalent lexical lay term variants [26,27] in EHNs.

The significant improvement of MedlinePlus over the UMLS implementation may be attributed to the lower readability of content in UMLS. For example, the definition of “malnutrition” is complex in UMLS and has a Flesch-Kincaid grade level of 19. Whereas the definition of “malnutrition” in Medline Plus has a Flesch-Kincaid grade level of 11. Similarly, Wiki has a grade level of 13 for “malnutrition.” Although the improvement in comprehension of Wiki over MedlinePlus implementation was not statistically significant, Wiki content may not be accurate as discussed earlier.

Our results show that all four NoteAid implementations improved EHR note self-rated comprehension significantly over Notes alone. The results are largely consistent with our previous evaluation [9] in which NoteAid implementations were evaluated in a before-and-after fashion but there are differences between the two evaluation results. In our previous study, we found that the Wikipedia implementation had the largest improvement and that the MedlinePlus implementation decreased the self-rated comprehension scores. Such discrepancy can be explained by the limitations of our study.

First, we report subjects’ self-rated note comprehension but did not evaluate to what extent they accurately comprehended the note content. The before-and-after evaluation design [9] may be a better model as we force a subject to read the EHR note prior to her/his exposure to the improved note (note+NoteAid). Our before-and-after evaluation results are also consistent with the number of concepts recognized by each NoteAid implementation. The MedlinePlus implementation has the least number of concept recognition, and therefore its comprehension improvement may be small. A randomized design, as we have done in this study, may provide an evaluation subject little incentive for comprehending the note content. In the future work, we will test subjects’ comprehension based on content analyses of every clinical note. Furthermore, we will evaluate subjects’ health literacy [28].

Secondly, the number of subjects is small in this study. As a result, we can’t evaluate the impact of moderators. For example, the data size is not well rounded to conclude that the subjects’ education levels impact self-rated comprehension scores. Other limitations of the study include that lay people performed our evaluation but not patients who comprehend their own EHR notes.

6. CONCLUSION
Our evaluation results show that NoteAid improves EHR note self-rated comprehension of lay people in a randomized evaluation study and the MedlinePlus implementation demonstrated the highest improvement.
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Table 2 - The average self-rated comprehension values (average ± std dev) and number of concepts identified by NoteAid implementations. (*p<0.01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Notes Alone</th>
<th>Medline Plus</th>
<th>UMLS</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>2.95±0.67</td>
<td>4.12*±0.33</td>
<td>3.63*±0.57</td>
<td>3.85*±0.47</td>
<td>3.92*±0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># conc</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 - The average self-rated comprehension score for each note with different NoteAid system implementations

Figure 3 – Scatter plot of average self-rated comprehension scores with note alone and with the MedlinePlus NoteAid implementation

The Pearson coefficient values between the subject education level and comprehension scores are: Note Alone: 0.98, MedlinePlus: 0.31, UMLS: 0.71, Wiki: -0.47 and Hybrid: 0.04.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our results show that, when the clinical notes are presented alone, the self-rated comprehension scores are highly correlated (0.98 Pearson coefficient) with the education levels of the subjects. The results support the validity of self-rated comprehension scores. In contrast, the correlation results are mixed with different NoteAid implementations. While the UMLS has a correlation value of 0.71, the MedlinePlus and Hybrid implementations decrease to 0.31 and 0.04. The Wiki implementation has a negative correlation: -0.47. Several factors may contribute to the results. First, the definition quality of the UMLS, Wiki, MedlinePlus and Hybrid resources are not yet evaluated and it is unclear whether the definitions correctly represent the semantic meanings of the notes. Secondly, although providing definitions may help comprehension, providing too much or unnecessary information (such as Wiki) may hurt those who have a better education level.
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ABSTRACT

During the last decades computer scientists developed systems that collect huge amounts of data in large clinical databases (e.g., laboratory results, disease codes, reports...) representing an individual’s state of health. For this reason, the amount of digital information available for decision making has increased drastically.

On the other hand, there is a need for improved personalized delivery of medical content. Yet, a manifold medical vocabulary used in discharge letters for example, poses a major obstacle for laymen. Recommender Systems can be adapted to cope with the special requirements specific for the health domain. Such systems are referred to as Health Recommender Systems (HRS). Thus, it is possible to compute and deliver potentially relevant information items.

However, the evaluation of an HRS remains an open task. In this paper we present an approach to evaluate such a system in a controlled study. The construction of a gold standard for case related recommendations (i.e., test collection) is described. Additionally, a statistical test for our setting is presented and potential risks are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing health information needs and changes in information seeking behavior can be observed around the globe [1]. According to recent studies more than 80% of the US-American internet users search for health information online [2]. However, information overload and irrelevant information are major obstacles for drawing conclusions on the personal health status and taking adequate actions. Faced with a large amount of medical information on different channels (e.g., news sites, web forums, etc.) users often get lost or feel uncertain when investigating on their own. Improved personalized delivery of medical content could support users in finding relevant information [3], [4].

Though, a manifold and heterogeneous medical vocabulary poses a major obstacle for laymen. Therefore, better suited software systems are needed which interactively support users in finding answers instead of tons of search engine hits. Recommender Systems can be adapted to cope with the special requirements of the health domain. Such systems are referred to as Health Recommender Systems (HRS).

At the same time, huge amounts of medical facts are contained in clinical records and hold a lot of medical evidence. Since the end of the 20th century computer scientists developed systems focussed on collecting data in large clinical databases (e.g., laboratory results, disease codes, reports, etc.) representing an individual’s state of health. For this reason, the amount of digital information available for decision making has increased drastically [5].

However, the evaluation of an HRS remains an open task. In this paper we describe an approach to evaluate such a system via a gold standard in a controlled study as part of our current research activities.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

Different approaches exist to compute personalized medical recommendations. Many of them use methodologies and techniques originating from the fields of Information Retrieval and research on Recommender Systems. These are discussed briefly in the next section.

2.1 Information Retrieval (IR)

Traditional IR methodologies [6] rely on term matching strategies. Typically, a similarity coefficient \( sc \) between a set of query terms \( Q = \{q_1, \ldots, q_i\} \) and potentially matching documents \( D_j \) - represented by characteristic terms - is computed: \( sc(Q, D_j) \). In standard approaches like Salton’s well known vector space model (VSM, [7]) for an \( sc > 0 \) some query terms \( q_i \in Q \) must be present in \( D_j \). When comput-
ing sc, the frequency and the specificity of matching terms \( q_i \) are taken into account. Yet, classic IR approaches do not provide means to perform semantic context resolution. Term-based search engines and user formulated queries seem to be inappropriate to compute relevant information related to the medical domain [8]. This is because often medical terms from \( Q \) cannot be found in a related document \( D_j \), even though \( Q \) and \( D_j \) are semantically close. To overcome such drawbacks, techniques like query expansion, reformulation and suggestion have been introduced in previous studies [9].

2.2 Recommender Systems (RS)

Recommender systems suggest items of interest to users of information systems or e-business systems and have evolved in the recent decades. A typical and well known example is Amazon’s suggest service for products.

A basic form of content recommendation is provided by consumer-centric web portals for medical information, for example symptoms and diseases. Hereby, there is a risk of information overload for laymen. Additionally, it is difficult to offer relevant information "when users have not specified what they exactly want" [10]. However, if users of web portals have an account and a medical profile (i.e., a health record) linked to it, a RS could provide matching health information artifacts of higher individual relevance.

A lot of research has been invested in recommender systems [11], [12]. Related solutions make intensive use of results from other fields, such as IR. Fernandez-Luque, Karlson and Vognild found "challenges and opportunities" in terms of using recommender technology as a means to educate the uneducated health individual [13]. They suggested the use of so-called Computer-Tailoring Health Education Systems.

RS which primarily focus on the medical domain are the subject-matter of our research activities [14]. Our implementation of an HRS makes use of a graph data structure related to health concepts derived from Wikipedia. This Health Graph \( G \) is directed, typed and weighted and represents a semantic network associating semantically close medical terms via edges.

2.3 Evaluation of IR Systems

Various methods to evaluate the effectiveness of IR systems exist [15], [16]. Often, IR studies use a test collection which serves as a baseline to map queries to items of interest. Yet, most publicly available test collections rely on news papers and articles and are therefore not especially tailored for the use in the assessment of an HRS. Hence, we describe the construction of a medical RS test collection (gold standard for case related recommendations) in Section 4.

3. CONCEPTS & SCOPE OF AN HRS

For a successful integration into any health related information system, it is important to consider the system context of an HRS. As depicted in Figure 1, a health professional or patient has access to medical data persisted in a database of a personal health record (PHR) system. A profile-based HRS component is used as an extension of an existing system. Thus, it is possible to compute and deliver potentially relevant information items.

3.1 Health Information Artefacts

Health information artefacts are found in large health knowledge repositories and can be obtained by various resources. Some resources mainly focus on health professionals (e.g., Pubmed), yet others are more consumer-centric (e.g., MedlinePlus2, InformedHealthOnline3 or WebMD4) and the vocabulary in such resources differs from expert-centric ones. Consumer-centric medical content is often freely available and may consist of:

- expert-proven advisory on how to cope with a disease
- disease definitions in general which support in understanding medical terminology
- care plans which might prevent patients from acting against rules suggested by evidence based medicine
- hints on healthier living

All these facets can be found in consumer-centric content. Therefore, such medical content can be recommended to end-users in a personalized manner.

3.2 Challenges & Requirements

Data entries of medical records are frequently stored as unstructured plain text. This creates the following difficulties for IR term matching approaches:

- A retrieval (i.e., recommendation) process must be able to cope with:
  - imprecise terms (e.g., Hepatitis: chronic viral Hepatitis),
  - colloquial terms (e.g., Period: Menstruation) and
  - misspellings (e.g., Diabedis: Diabetes mellitus)
- The system must also recognize expert vocabulary and classification system codes primarily used by physicians and other health professionals, such as
  - STEMI for Myocardial Infarction
  - I21 or I22 (ICD-10) for ‘Myocardial Infarction’

Such obstacles can result in less specific recommendations when integrating classic IR approaches into electronic/personal health record systems.

Therefore, our approach uses semantic query expansion techniques to enrich concept terms found in health record entries to reformulate any query. Further details on the recommendation process and \( G \) are found in [17].

---

1. i.e., classic test collections are not derived from evidence-based medical records which often contain medical abbreviations, see Section 3.2
2. see: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus
3. see: http://www.informedhealthonline.org
4. see: http://emedicine.medscape.com
4. EVALUATION APPROACH

At first, health professionals will have to assess the relevance of potential matches for a certain clinical case \(c_i\). During this first phase, a gold standard of human expert recommendations is obtained. The second phase of the evaluation involves at least two implementations of an HRS component:

1. A traditional HRS implementation based on well known techniques of IR, in particular on a standard implementation of the VSM using the Apache Lucene library. Thus, document sets \(D_{VSM}\) are obtained.

2. An advanced HRS implementation which uses query expansion techniques via G and features such as negation recognition. Thus, document sets \(D_{HRS}\) are obtained. Both implementations will compete against each other in matching the recommendations made by the human experts. Thereby, the retrieval precision \(\rho\) of both systems will be measured and compared against each other. A statistical test will then reveal which system performed better in computing the ideal set of documents from the content repository \(R_c\) for every candidate item a preview and a fulltext version is available in the box below the list of items (C). Finally, if the health professional has made his selection the current case \(c_i\) gets closed (D), selected expert documents are persisted and the next case is presented. Thereby, a set of expert recommendations \(D_G\) for all \(c_i\) is obtained.

4.3 Setting & Statistical Test

During phase two of the evaluation, both implementations will compute matching documents pairwise, i.e., for every \(c_i \in R\) we will compute the sets \(D_{HRS,c_i}\) and \(D_{VSM,c_i}\). It is obvious to evaluate the retrieval precision \(\rho\) of both approaches compared against the set of documents \(D_G,c_i\), which originate from the gold standard recommendations previously obtained. As we will evaluate a large number of cases (i.e., \(n_c \geq 100\)) a normal distribution can be assumed for this setting. To test if our HRS implementation approach outperforms the basic VSM implementation we postulate:

\[
\rho_H > \rho_V
\]

Hence, a dependent t-Test for paired samples can be formulated for a one-sided case:

\[
H_0 : \rho_H \leq \rho_V \\
H_a : \rho_H > \rho_V
\]

with a significance level of \(\alpha = 0.05\) and a target power of \(1 - \beta = 0.8\). Equation (2) can be reformulated to:

\[
H_0 : \mu_H - \mu_V \leq \omega_0 \\
H_a : \mu_H - \mu_V > \omega_0
\]

given that \(\mu_H, \mu_V\) are the mean values of \(\rho_H, \rho_V\). \(\omega_0\) represents the expected effect value (i.e., the change in terms of retrieval precision). For the time being we assume an effect size of:

\[
\omega_0 = \Delta \rho = \rho_H - \rho_V = 0.1
\]

i.e., an improvement in retrieval precision of 10% is expected.
4.4 Sample Size Estimation & Recruitment

A pre-study sample size calculation for $\omega_0 = 0.1$ indicates that a total of $n_c = 620$ cases is needed to ensure that a target power of $1 - \beta = 0.8$ is achieved.

Yet, there is a certain risk for the data collection being biased (e.g., loss of interest of participants, different levels of expertise, physicians being pressed for time, etc.) during phase one of the evaluation. This is especially true if every evaluation case $c_i$ would be assessed by just a single physician. In order to prevent any sort of such biases we plan to assess every $c_i$ at least with an interjudge agreement factor $f_j$ of 2. Thus, the required number of physicians is obtained:

$$n_p = \frac{n_c \cdot f_j}{c_p} \quad (5)$$

As a consequence, we have to recruit at least $n_p = 25$ physicians to achieve the target power of 0.8, for a modest $\omega_0 = 0.1$ and the number of cases $c_i$ assessed per participant $c_p = 50$.

5. DISCUSSION

As outlined in Section 4, our HRS assessment study is clearly described. Unfortunately, there is some uncertainty which results from a yet unknown effect size, i.e., we cannot exactly determine what improvement in retrieval precision can be expected. As this effect size influences the absolute number of cases to be evaluated, this problem makes any prior estimation difficult.

The latter poses a risk to the success of the study, as there might be some dropouts during the recruitment phase already. Consequently, a large effort has to be put into the recruitment phase of physicians which tackle the amount of work to be done. However, there is a chance for an early recalculation of the sample size during phase one if the actual effect size of $\omega_0$ should be higher than initially estimated, e.g., $\omega_0 = 0.15$. Thereby, less physicians would be needed to take part in the evaluation. Moreover, $c_p$ could be lowered or the interjudge agreement factor $f_j$ could be increased.

Additionally, a bias might occur as the data in $R_t$ originate from the field of cardiology. This might have an effect on how physicians decide which items are relevant. A high number of well selected participants and an accompanying study manual should compensate for this.

6. CONCLUSION

An approach of integrating RS into electronic health record systems was presented briefly. System requirements and realization concepts for such a component were discussed.

The need to evaluate the quality of the proposed recommendation approach, mandates a controlled experiment in which a sophisticated system is compared to a traditional implementation via a gold standard. In a first phase we plan to leverage the expertise of an expert group of physicians in order to develop the gold standard. For this purpose we implemented a web-based assessment system. Thus, a suitable set of individually tailored recommendations represented by a set of laymen-friendly texts can be derived per case. During the second phase two different HRS approaches will get evaluated against the gold standard. For a large number of cases, the retrieval precision is computed and a dependent $t$-Test for paired samples will be applied. A statistical method for sample size calculation was used to estimate how many cardiologic cases should be evaluated to achieve a target power. Nevertheless, it is difficult to estimate the effect size, here the expected retrieval precision ($\Delta P$).
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the functionality of a proof-of-concept electronic health records (EHR) search engine, EHR-SE, which is developed under a National Library of Medicine contract to test the effectiveness of (1) an intelligent medical search query recommendation service that expands or suggests alternative search terms to improve search results and (2) a social search feature enabling the share of EHR search knowledge among medical professionals. We present a summary of the results of evaluating the prototype system through a comprehensive, two-week user experiments. The participants provided positive feedback on the overall performance of the system as well as the relevance of recommended query terms. In addition, the participants were highly satisfied with the social search feature and the usability of the system’s user interface. We conclude that the provision of query recommendation and social search features has great potential to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of searching for medical data stored in EHRs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rich, detailed data are being captured through the clinicians’ daily use of electronic health records (EHR). The data can be leveraged for various secondary uses such as population health management, epidemic surveillance, and translational research, not only to improve the quality of care, but also to create a “rapid learning” healthcare system [1]. These potential benefits, however, cannot be achieved without being able to search and retrieve the data effectively and efficiently.

In general, patient care data stored in EHRs are either codified or in a free-text, narrative format. Codified data are usually preferred due to the easiness of use for subsequent computational analysis, while unstructured data remain pervasive due to the freedom that allows clinicians to express more on the patient’s medical situation. As a result, building a full-text medical search engine with basic Information Retrieval (IR) techniques is the critical first step to unleash the power of unstructured narratives.

Since commercial EHR packages do not usually include full-text search functionality, we have developed one called the Electronic Medical Record Search Engine (EMERSE) and have successfully integrated it with the institutional EHR systems in 2005 [2]. EMERSE has been shown to augment sensitivity, specificity, and efficiency of chart abstraction [3]. Unfortunately, similar to its commercial counterparts, an analysis of the query log of EMERSE showed that the performance of EMERSE still suffers from the low quality of queries entered by end users and the tremendous amount of redundant effort on exploring similar queries across users [4]. Even though clinicians have had years of training, it is still not easy to form adequate queries that lead to desirable search results due to the sophisticated information needs [5]. On the other hand, the clinical narratives have their own unique linguistic characteristics as discussed in our previous studies [6]. These factors taken together impose significant challenges in medical information retrieval. Two techniques that have been deployed in commercial search engines could be helpful to the issue in the medical context: (1) query recommendations, which provide alternative query terms based upon intelligent algorithms; (2) social search, which promotes the sharing of queries among users to utilize the ‘wisdom of crowd.’

To justify the idea, we have learned from the success of EMERSE and built a proof-of-concept prototype of the next generation of EHR search engine (referred to as “EHR-SE” hereafter). EHR-SE is featured with relevance assessment at concept level, a component to recommend alternative query concepts, and a social search component that allows users to share search knowledge with each other. In the following sections, we describe the query suggestion component followed by the user interface design, including a community feature that enables social search. The paper ends with real user studies to evaluate the performance and the usability of the prototype system.
2. EHR SEARCH WITH AUTOMATIC QUERY RECOMMENDATION

The EHR search engine with automatic query recommendation includes four major functions (see Figure 1): (1) parsing and indexing clinical documents, (2) query parsing, (3) query recommendation, and (4) document retrieval.

In general, the new EHR-SE advances EMERSE and other existing full-text search engines by assessing document relevance and recommending alternative query terms at the concept level instead of at the word level. That is, a document is retrieved not because one of its terms (or its variations) matches the query, but because one of the medical concepts implied by its terms matches the concepts in the query. Relevant document are ranked using classical retrieval methods extended to the concept level. As a result, the new prototype is able to return documents containing “difficulty of hearing” when receiving the query “hearing loss.”

2.1 Document Pre-Processing and Indexing

As illustrated in the left column in Figure 1, we first construct a corpus of electronic health records consisting of 95,702 EHR documents (17,198 patient visits) from the TREC 2011 Medical Records Track. We parse these documents to extract medical terms and concepts in two ways. Medical terms are identified and mapped to the ‘Metathesaurus concepts’ in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) by MetaMap, which provides a numerical score from 0 to 1000 representing the confidence of matching. Besides these concepts defined in the professional ontology, we extract medical terms frequently searched by the users and map them to an empirical synonym set (ESS), which is constructed through the analysis of the 4-year search log of EMERSE. Simple maximal string matching is used to identify these user-oriented terms and concepts. The documents are then indexed by either the medical terms in Metathesaurus or those in EES using the Lemur toolkit, resulting in two different indices denoted as M and E respectively.

2.2 Query Parsing and Recommendation

Table 1 lists the mathematical notations we use in this section. When a user submits a query q, the same process for document pre-processing is applied to identify the medical terms in the query and match them to concepts, as shown in the middle column of Figure 1. Metathesaurus concepts with the confidence score 800 or above are kept, and generic terms (such as “patient”) that are not part of the medical concepts based on UMLS are dropped. For each medical term t extracted from the query, the query recommendation algorithm generates all synonyms of the term that are either under the same Metathesaurus concepts, M(t), or belonging to the same synonym subset in ESS, E(t). The union of M(t) and E(t) are presented to expand the original query.

2.3 Document Ranking

Once individual documents and queries are both represented by a set of medical terms, the relevance score of a document given a query is calculated based on Pivot Normalization, a classical vector space retrieval model:

\[
Score(d, q) = \sum_{t \in q \cap d} \frac{df(t) \cdot c(t, d)}{avdl} \cdot \frac{M(t)}{df(t)} \cdot \frac{N}{df(t)}
\]  

(1.1)

The query expansion using synonyms imposes new requirements to the retrieval model. We modify the formula such that: 1) the set of synonyms under the same concept are treated as a single term; 2) the metrics are calculated and combined based on two indices, the Metathesaurus index M and the ESS index E; 3) the metrics are aware of the situation that a medical term may be contained in multiple Metathesaurus concepts or ESS subsets as it could have multiple meanings. As a result, the modified term frequency (TF), inverted document frequency (IDF), and normalized document length can be calculated as:

\[
c(t, d) = c_M(t, d) + c_E(t, d) + \sum_{t \in E(t)} c_M(t', d) + \sum_{t \in E(t)} c_E(t', d)
\]  

(2.2)

\[
df_M(t) = |\{d[t \in d \land t \in M]\} | + |\{d[t' \in d \land t' \in M \land t' \in M(t)]\} |
\]  

(2.3)

\[
df_E(t) = |\{d[t \in d \land t \in E]\} | + |\{d[t' \in d \land t' \in E \land t' \in E(t)\}] |
\]  

(2.4)

\[
idf(t) = \sum_{t \in M(t)} idf_M(t') + \sum_{t \in E(t)} idf_E(t')
\]  

(2.5)

\[
\frac{|d|}{avdl} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{|d|_{M}}{avdl_M} + \frac{|d|_E}{avdl_E} \right)
\]  

(2.6)

---

Equation 2.5 provides a treatment for terms that have multiple meanings and are mapped to multiple concepts, with $idf_M(t)$ and $idf_E(t)$ calculated as the classical IDF based on $df_M(t)$ and $df_E(t)$.

Note that in terms of document relevance, this approach based on document indices with medical terms is actually equivalent to indexing the documents directly based on the Metathesaurus and ESS concepts. By doing so, the recommended query terms are automatically adopted in retrieval. We choose to index the documents at a finer granularity (using medical terms instead of concepts) so that a user has the flexibility to adopt, partially adopt, or deny the recommended query.

As a proof-of-concept, we adopted rather straightforward query recommendation and relevance ranking algorithms. Under the same architecture, one could apply more sophisticated query suggestion methods to generate alternatives of $M(t)$ and $E(t)$, and the state-of-the-art retrieval methods to rank the documents. It is our on-going work to explore these advanced methods.

3. USER INTERFACE DESIGN

3.1 Search Functionality

As a proof-of-concept, we developed a prototype system EHR-SE that retrieves clinical documents through a set of Java-Based web service APIs and presents the results on a web interface. The main workspace of EHR-SE is illustrated in Figure 2.

On the top of the workspace, a general search bar is placed for submitting queries with the ability to constrain specific document types, followed by the automatic query suggestion function and the result list. The query suggestions are organized by identified concepts with different colors. The retrieved documents are organized as a list below the query suggestions. Each record presents a title and a snippet, with the same color-coding scheme applied to indicate how the query terms are matched in the documents. When the title of a document is clicked on, a popup is brought up to show the content. A user may turn on and off the query suggestion to evaluate the performance of the system.

3.2 Social Search Features

One basic problem in information retrieval is that users are always searching for something for which they have limited knowledge. It is challenging for individual users to construct queries well describing their information needs. Social search deals with this problem by encouraging users to contribute their knowledge to query formation, results refinement, and knowledge discovery so that everyone benefits from everyone else and, collectively, the performance of IR systems is improved [8].

We have embodied the idea of social search in our existing search engine, EMERSE. Users can create, modify, and share “search term bundles” that contain collections of keywords and regular expressions to describe the information needs [8]. The commonly used “Cancer Staging Terms” bundle, for example, has 202 distinct search terms such as “gleason,” “staging workup,” and “Tmic.” There is, however, no explicit mechanism to show the usefulness and the popularity of bundles. We believe reputation systems could be used to this end [9].

Therefore, we redesigned the bundle functionality of EMERSE and implemented several community features in the prototype. First, users could click the link below the search bar to save a query as a search bundle. Once a bundle has been created, it can be modified by adding or removing terms, privately reused by the owner, or publicly shared with other colleagues. Two bundle repository panels were placed on the left hand side of the workspace to help users browse and search available bundles created by other users by different attributes such as frequency and rating scores. The top repository panel is reserved for all shared bundles while the bottom one is for bundles made by the user herself. Moreover, a five-point rating scale is designed to indicate the reputation of the bundles (see Figure 3). Popular bundles are promoted by being shown on the top of the list in the repository panels by default.

4. EVALUATION

User experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the prototype. We approached 197 active users of EMERSE and, 43 of them responded to the invitation. Finally, 33 participants were recruited, who came from 10 different departments and 21 different divisions in the University of Michigan Health System.

![Figure 2. Main Workspace of EHR-SE](image)

![Figure 3. Community Feature for Preserving Shared Search Knowledge.](image)
answered the following three questions with a score from 1 to 5 as well as narratives to describe their perceptions of the system performance:

- **Overall Performance:** “How would you rate the search engine’s performance with the automated query recommendation feature turned on, compared to the performance when the feature is turned off;”
- **Relevance of Search Terms Recommended:** “How would you rate the relevance of the search terms recommended by the search engine to the keywords you entered initially;”
- **Usefulness of Query Recommendation:** “How many of the recommended search terms would you have been able to come up with without the computer’s assistance.”

**Table 2. Test Scenarios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sc.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>“You are doing a research project in which you want to identify people who have had a concussive episode after being in a car accident.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>“You are interested in identifying patients who have the non-invasive form of breast cancer known as DCIS.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>“Please try to identify patients who are smokers who have also been diagnosed with PTSD.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>“You are interested in how many patients are taking herbal supplements for the purposes of weight loss.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“Someone has asked you to determine if we have many patients diagnosed with mono who had an enlarged spleen.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation results are presented in Table 3. The participants gave highly positive feedback on the system performance when automatic query recommendation was turned on compared to the performance when the service was turned off, according to the average score of the first two measures (4.25 and 4.52, respectively). However, these two measures were not judged equally among the scenarios. The AVOVA statistical test showed that the overall performance of scenario 5 was significantly higher than that of scenario 2, while the relevance of suggested terms in scenario 2 and 4 were significantly lower than that in scenario 5. We believe that the sophisticated information needs in the medical setting has resulted in the high variance of system performance. Together with narrative feedback, it appears that the performance could be improved by providing more granular control over the query recommendation such as adding or weighting a term, and handling negation.

**Table 3. Mean Scores of System Performance Evaluation (1: Lowest; 5: Highest)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sc.</th>
<th>Overall Performance</th>
<th>Relevance of Search Term Recommended</th>
<th>Usefulness of Query Recommendation (the lower the better)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.94*</td>
<td>4.21†</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>4.18†</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.55†</td>
<td>4.88†</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*these pairs have significant difference between their means, except Scenario 2 & 4 in the 2nd (relevance) measure.

Note that the participants reported that they were not able to come up with many of the system-suggested search terms by themselves (avg. 3.01), which justifies the need to provide automatic query recommendation in EHR search. The statistical test showed no significant difference in this measure among the scenarios.

In addition to the three questions right after each scenario, five questions developed based on the technology acceptance model were given after they finished all the scenarios to solicit feedback on the general satisfaction toward the usefulness and the usability of the prototype system. Two out of five questions were designed to assess each participant’s perception on the community features. Table 4 summarizes the results.

**Table 4. Other Feedback of the system (1: Lowest; 5: Highest)**

| Usefulness of the Query Recommendation Feature | 4.67 |
| Ease of Use of the Prototype System | 4.58 |
| Overall Satisfaction | 4.79 |
| Usefulness of the Community Feature* | 4.30 |

* All of them indicated they were also willing to make their own knowledge available to others either via public search bundle sharing (90.6%) or private sharing (9.4%).

5. CONCLUSION

We present a comprehensive user study to evaluate a proof-of-concept search engine for electronic health records, which is equipped with an automatic query recommendation module through the identification of medical concepts. Although the algorithms are relatively simple, the feedbacks from the users are promising. Findings of the study indicate a great potential of a next generation of EHR search engines, which combine the practices of concept-level relevance assessment, automatic query recommendation, and search knowledge sharing through social search. It is our future direction to explore and evaluate concrete information retrieval algorithms under such a framework.
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ABSTRACT
With the increasing prevalence of electronic medical records (EMRs), search technologies for these systems hold significant promise for improving patient and population care. We present a split-layer language model that embeds linguistic layers from existing NLP systems in retrieving medical documents. On the cohort identification task of the TREC Medical Records Track, our approach shows improvement over baselines, with the best performance achieved by mixing in all tested layers of NLP artifacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing prevalence of electronic medical records (EMRs), search technologies for these systems hold significant promise for improving patient and population care. The use of EMR text (e.g., progress notes) is particularly important for the clinical domain because some information (e.g., symptoms) is recorded nowhere else. However, raw text alone will not capture some important aspects of meaning. For example, saying that a patient has cancer, history of cancer, may have cancer, or does not have cancer will each have a different effect on relevance to a query. Keyword searches will fail to discover this type of granular information.

Addressing the need for fine-grained analysis, significant work has gone into NLP and information extraction (IE) techniques in the clinical domain, including systems like cTAKES [4], MetaMap [1], and MedTagger [2]. Each of these systems allows medical concepts to be represented. Attributes of those concepts, such as history, uncertainty, and negation, are also typically represented and discovered. These layers of NLP analyses have yet to be fully integrated into clinical retrieval techniques. Thus, the present work is a preliminary step towards this full integration, making NLP-produced concepts and attributes searchable by using language models that account for those artifacts.

In order to evaluate the contribution of this language model, we adopt the retrieval framework of cohort identification from EMR text, as defined in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Medical Records Track [8, 7]. Results show that mixing in different layers of language processing is beneficial in almost every setting, even with naïve weighting schemes.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work, Section 3 introduces a language model that incorporates layers of NLP output, Section 4 describes the TREC-med evaluation and our system, and Section 5 presents our results.

2. RELATED WORK
Unstructured data in IR has been augmented by structured objects (such as NLP artifacts in this work) in several ways. First, searching structured objects has typically been the realm of relational database searches, and some work has been done in embedding text search in these frameworks. Querying both text and its linked NLP artifacts, however, is a challenging and unsolved task. Second, perhaps the primary NLP artifact to be considered in layered language IR is that of named entities (concepts) and their attributes, and significant recent research has focused on entity search and semantic search. Our proposed work will align with these techniques in many cases, but we will take a language modeling approach that weighs NLP artifacts together with these entities (and other structures) in a statistical framework. While overall there were few early successes with using NLP techniques in IR, some approaches were shown to benefit retrieval [9]. Unlike many of those early systems, the split-layer language model is done in a language mod-
Cohort identification is a well-known problem in medical informatics. However, few approaches have used traditional text-based IR approaches. Notable exceptions are the EMERSE (Electronic Medical Record Search Engine) system and the recent work done on the TREC Medical Records Track. EMERSE is a non-commercial EMR search engine that supports free-text queries and has demonstrated the effectiveness of IR techniques in making chart reviews more efficient [5], but it focused on a sound user interface rather than underlying retrieval techniques. The TREC Medical Records track provided resources for significant innovation in medical IR, with a shareable collection of clinical text, information needs, and judgments [8, 7]. We will use the TREC-med setting as our evaluation framework.

3. MODEL

We introduce the split-layer language model (§3.3), a preliminary instantiation of a general class of layered language models that extend the query likelihood language model (§3.1) with NLP-produced artifacts (§3.2). The intuition is that human language can be described in somewhat overlapping linguistic layers: phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and discourse. Search technologies often perform quite well with just surface forms (raw text), but especially in the clinical domain, other layers are important. Access to these other layers is provided through standard NLP techniques such as parsing and named entity recognition (NER).

3.1 Query likelihood language model

In IR language models, it is common to rank according to score(d, q) = P(d)P(q | d), where the latter conditional probability encapsulates the intuition that an ad hoc user trying to find document d will try to write an effective query q. We will represent the document or query as a list of terms, which we write $T_d$ and $T_q$, respectively. The standard query likelihood language model estimates the conditional probability as a Dirichlet-smoothed maximum likelihood estimate.

$$\hat{P}_{QL}(T_q | T_d) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \frac{1 - \alpha_D}{\alpha_D} \prod_{t_q \in T_q} \hat{P}_d(t_q | T_d) + \alpha_D \prod_{t_q \in T_q} \hat{P}_D(t_q | T_D)$$

(1)

where the $\alpha_D$ is related to the Dirichlet smoothing parameter $\mu$ according to $\alpha_D = \frac{\mu}{\mu + |T_d|}$. Note that $\hat{P}_d(t_q | T_d)$ actually denotes a probability conditioned on a model $\Theta_{T_d}$, but we will drop the model variable $\Theta$ throughout.

3.2 Indexing multiple linguistic layers

In order to incorporate layers of linguistic information, we first assume that these layers can be inferred from text — whether the document or the query. This inference is done by means of standard NLP techniques and stored in index layers. The left side of Figure 1 shows two sentences processed with an NLP pipeline and some output data types; e.g., sentence detection, named entity recognition, and attribute discovery on the text might result in Sentence and Concept types, with Polarity Semantic Group attributes. These output NLP artifacts are explicitly tied to the text with begin and end offsets. To make the diverse NLP structures retrievable, we build retrieval indexes (Figure 1, right side) using two strategies: annotations and fields.

Fields have separate inverted indexes. Figure 1 (right side) shows an index for the original text, labeled “text field,” alongside an index for an NLP artifact, labeled “artifact field.” NLP artifacts that warrant their own artifact fields are termed content artifacts. In the example, the concept unique identifiers (CUIs, from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus) of medically-relevant concepts may be stored as text in a concept index. This is essentially a layer for the shallow semantic representation of NER-produced concepts. The concept-based artifact field at the bottom—right of Figure 1 could, at minimum, be used to support CUI searches.

Annotations provide additional layered information whose meaning is inextricably tied to the items in an index. These annotations retain begin and end offsets with respect to the index they are a part of. In the example, Sentence annotations divide the text into different sentences, and are thus annotations on the text field. However, attribute discovery finds Polarity (negation) values on newly-recognized Concepts (named entities), so Polarity values are first stored in the Concept index as annotations (bottom right, Figure 1). Because the Concepts themselves correspond to spans on the original text, it is possible to populate the text space with the corresponding annotations as well (top right, Figure 1). An alternative strategy for future work would be to consider storing a pointer from items in the artifact field to their corresponding spans in the text field. Annotation values may also be indexed (in a manner similar to fields) in
in order to support narrower searches. For example, a search for CUIs could be constrained to only non-negated concepts, or could exclude medications. A search specifying sentence annotations gives the expected behavior of extent retrieval.

3.3 Split-layer language model
We define a query according to its index layers as \( q = (T_q, C_q, A_q) \), where \( T \) is the list of text tokens, \( A \) is the annotations, and \( C \) is the content artifacts associated with the query text. The queries thus deterministically contain all NLP-extracted structures. Similarly, we can write documents as \( d = (T_d, C_d, A_d) \).

For simplicity, our equations below will make the assumption that there is only one type of annotation and one type of content artifact. We will write annotations \( (A) \) together with their respective fields \( (T \) or \( C) \). Notationally, we use uppercase variables to represent sets of lowercase variables, so that a corpus \( D \) is a set of documents \( d \). It is not the case that every type of structure discovered by clinical NLP methodologies will be empirically useful in document retrieval; however, the probabilistic framework must account for the multiple layers of artifacts.

Here, we introduce layered language \( T, A, \) and \( C \) components. We make independence assumptions between the text field and any content fields, and treat annotations (on either text or content artifacts) jointly.

\[
\hat{P}_{SL}(q | d) \overset{\text{def}}{=} f \left( \hat{P}_{TBR}(T_q | T_d), \hat{P}_{TBRa}(T_A q | T A_d), \hat{P}_{CBR}(C_q | C_d), \hat{P}_{CBRa}(C_A q | C A_d) \right) \tag{2}
\]

where \( \hat{P}(\cdot) \) represents an estimated distribution that will typically include a Dirichlet term. For example, the first term in Eqn. 2 would then be implemented as the query likelihood model \( \hat{P}_{QL}(T_q | T_d) \) of Eqn. 1. The function \( f(\cdot) \) represents the way to combine the probabilities from different layers. In this paper, we define \( f(\cdot) \) as a simple linear combination function whose effect is similar to ranking by combining different document representations [3, 10].

We have four basic models of the layered query likelihood, each corresponding to the four terms of Eqn. 2:

- **TBR.** Text-based retrieval, i.e., the query likelihood model.
- **TBRa.** Text-based retrieval with annotations.
- **CBR.** Concept (CUI)-based retrieval.
- **CBRa.** Concept (CUI)-based retrieval with annotations.

Note that each of the layers essentially implement backoff and smoothing. Because there may be insufficient statistics for concepts with annotations \( \hat{P}(C A q | C A d) \), the estimates for \( \hat{P}(C_q | C_d) \) serve as an backoff model alongside Dirichlet smoothing. The same can be said for the ‘text only’ and ‘text with annotations’ layers.

4. EVALUATION
4.1 Cohort identification task
We evaluated the contribution of different split-level language models on the task of cohort identification, mirroring the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Medical Records Track [8, 7]. The retrieval collection was the University of Pittsburgh’s BLU repository. Each patient at the University of Pittsburgh would have one or more medical records (documents) associated with one or more of his/her visits to the hospital. The unit of retrieval was defined as a patient visit, since they were broken by the de-identification procedure that made the records shareable. In total, there were 95,702 records that corresponded to 17,198 visits. The largest visit was 418 records, but the mean visit was 5.56 records.

4.2 System and evaluation setup
To isolate the contributions of the split-layer language model, we ignored any metadata (primarily ICD-9 codes, whose availability and reliability are inconsistent) and based retrieval on the text portions only. We processed this text using the MedTagger [2] information extraction system, producing “layers” including: content artifacts (UMLS CUIs), and contextual attributes on those artifacts (semantic group, negation, uncertainty, and experience).

These artifacts were indexed in Indri [6] using the offset annotation capabilities. Rather than considering all the layers generated by MedTagger, we focused our evaluation on those that were most likely to be semantically relevant, namely, the CUIs and the contextual attributes listed above. Thus, TBR was a basic query likelihood model; TBRa utilized the concept-based annotations (with the offset spans mapped appropriately); CBR was populated with CUIs; CBRa contained both CUIs and associated annotations.

Our tests did not train any parameters, but tested on all 81 queries from the official evaluations of TREC-med 2011–2012. We use mean average precision (MAP) as our main evaluation metric, since the official metrics for TREC-med were different in 2011 and 2012 (bpref and infAP) but MAP scores corresponded to the official metrics in both cases. We tested the contribution of the Dirichlet smoothing parameter \( \mu \) to each of TBR, TBRa, CBR, and CBRa, comparing how each performed. We then examined the possible configurations in which these models could be linearly combined.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Dirichlet smoothing
Figure 2 shows the effect of the Dirichlet smoothing parameter on the four separate layers. Interestingly, it appears that the performance is inversely proportional to the smoothing parameter. This is surprising given the short length of medical documents, since shorter document lengths typically correspond to more need for collection-level smoothing. These effects may be because medical documents have relevant information concentrated in relatively few notes (such as those within the same specialty or note type); performance is diluted by smoothing with the whole collection. Thus, we use the lowest tested Dirichlet parameters (\( \mu = 2500 \)) in all further analyses.
5.2 Comparison between layers

Figure 2 also has four lines, corresponding to the TBR, TBRa, CBR, and CBRa models. It is clear that without any mixing of the models, the layer of annotations decreases performance on both the text-based and concept-based retrieval models. When evaluating on the standard metrics such as MAP, this is likely due to the lack of sufficient data to support such specific maximum likelihood models. However, we also hypothesize that the binary relevance judging of TREC-med pools and corresponding metrics do not easily demonstrate the capabilities of annotations — annotations imply weighted relevance for text or content artifacts.

5.3 Split-layer combinations

The capabilities of the split-layer language model are evaluated by linearly combining the four basic models in different configurations. In Table 1, we show the effects of a naïve linear combination with equal weights (i.e., arithmetic mean of included components). Moving along each row, we see the positive effect of mixing in the different annotations layers (statistical significance as compared to the baselines is noted by the superscripts). While we noted from Figure 2 that annotations-included layers alone (TBRa or CBRa) underperformed their respective content fields (TBR and CBR), it is clear that mixing content layers with annotations layers tends to improve performance. Furthermore, we can see the benefits of mixing text with a content field by moving down the columns; in every case, TBR+CBR outperforms either TBR or CBR alone. Both of these observations are captured in the bottom-right result, in which all four models (TBR + CBR + TBRa + CBRa) yield the best overall performance.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced the split-layer language model, a model that embeds multiple linguistic layers into IR analysis by incorporating the results of core NLP tasks. We have shown that, on the task of cohort identification from medical records, the split-layer language model improves performance over a query likelihood baseline. A model that mixes all text, content artifacts, and annotations performed the best overall.

The split-layer language model is termed such because of the independence assumptions between the text and content artifacts layers. Other layered language models are possible — multiple layers could be integrated into the component models, such that text and content artifacts are estimated together in probability distributions. This is an active area of future work. Additionally, future work will evaluate the effect of smoothing parameters, and will establish a means by which multiple collocated artifacts can be queried at once.
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ABSTRACT
Interest in medical data mining is growing rapidly as more health-related data becomes available online. We propose methods for extracting Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) from forum posts and linking extracted ADRs to the drugs that users claim are responsible for them. We evaluate our methodology using a corpus of annotated forum posts. We find that our ADR extraction method outperforms a strong baseline in terms of precision at the expense of a similar decrease in recall. When used in conjunction with a strong baseline, our method is able to increase recall by 7% without harming precision.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to a recent survey, 35% of US adults have attempted to use the Internet to diagnose a medical condition in the past year. As more health-related data appear online, interest in medical data mining grows rapidly. Recent efforts include those that mine symptoms and conditions from query logs [13], mine adverse drug reactions from drug reviews [10, 15], health-related social networks [9], and forum posts [2], and mine the existence of particular [1, 4, 5] or any [11] medical outbreaks.

We focus on extracting Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) from forum posts and linking the extracted ADRs to the drug that the user claims, implicitly or explicitly, is responsible for them. Forum posts present unique challenges in that they are relatively long (130 terms on average, in our dataset) and the relationships between drugs and ADRs are not available as structured data. In contrast, drug comments posted to some other forms of social media, such as drug review sites, are explicitly related to a specific drug (i.e., the review or comment is posted on a drug’s page) and are relatively succinct (46 terms on average, in the dataset used in [15]).

Specifically, we propose 1) a novel method for extracting ADRs from social media using linguistic dependency relations and a conditional random field (CRF) [8], and 2) a novel method for linking ADRs to the drugs that posting users identify as their cause.

Our contributions are
• A novel method for extracting ADRs from social media
• A novel method for linking ADR mentions to drugs
• A publicly available annotated dataset\(^2\) indicating the ADRs present in forum posts and the drugs that users identified as being responsible for the ADRs.

2. RELATED WORK
Several previous efforts focused on extracting adverse drug reactions (ADR) from social media.

Leaman et al. [9] matched terms in a bag-of-words sliding window against known ADRs after correcting for spelling mistakes. Similarly, Benton et al. [2] found ADRs occurring in sets of terms that were more likely to occur together within a bag-of-words sliding window than they were to occur separately. We compare our approach to a bag-of-words sliding window approach.

Li [10] used statistical methods to find terms that were only present in one of two mutually exclusive classes of drug. This method requires that two mutually exclusive drug classes be compared, which requires domain knowledge and is not possible when two such classes do not exist.

Yates & Goharian [15] proposed ADRTrace, a system that found ADRs that exactly matched terms in a list or matched a pattern mined from drug reviews. We compare our approach to ADRTrace.

3. METHODOLOGY
We describe our method for extracting adverse drug reactions (ADRs) in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we describe our method for associating extracted ADRs with the drug that the user claims is responsible for the ADR.

\(^1\) http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Health-online.aspx

\(^2\) http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/adr_forum_annotations
3.1 Extracting ADRs

Rather than attempting to match all terms in a sliding window against known ADRs as some previous efforts have done, we focus on using dependency relations as a principled way to choose terms to match against known ADRs. We use the Stanford Parser [7] to identify dependency relations, which consist of a relation type (e.g., nominal subject), a head term (i.e., the term which determines the type of phrase), and a modifier term (i.e., a term which modifies the head term). For example, Figure 1 shows the collapsed dependency relations from the sentence “My arm is in pain.” A sliding window of at least 4 terms would discover the “arm pain” ADR in this sentence, but it is also possible to discover that ADR by noting that “arm,” “is,” and “pain” are connected by relations and checking for ADRs composed of a subset of those words.

We find ADRs using dependency relations in two ways. First, we find ADRs by combining every pair of terms that appears in a dependency relation and determine whether the term pair matches a known ADR. If it does the ADR is extracted.

Second, we learn which dependency relation paths can be followed to generate candidate ADRs. To do so, we construct a graph from each forum post. Each vertex corresponds to a term; edges correspond to dependency relations between terms. Figure 2 shows a subset of one such graph. The post contains the “joint pain,” “ankle pain,” and “fatigue” ADRs, among others. The edges are labeled with the dependency relation types connecting the term vertices (e.g., “amod” and “dep”). It is our method’s job to determine when these edges can be followed; we use the relation types (e.g., “amod”) later as one of the features used to determine that. This example is kept small so that it may be easily visualized; in actual use ADRs may consist of several terms that are each several hops away from each other.

Each post is then split into individual sentences using the Punkt sentence tokenizer [6]. Each sentence is treated as bag-of-words to find potential ADRs that may exist in the sentence (e.g., “carpal tunnel syndrome” would be found in “syndrome x carpal y tunnel z”). For each of these potential ADRs, we find the shortest path in the graph between each sequential pair of terms (e.g., we find the shortest path between “carpal” and “tunnel” and the shortest path between “tunnel and syndrome”).

Each sequence of shortest paths in a potential ADR is then turned into binary features for use with a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [8], which are often applied to classification tasks involving natural language, such as named entity recognition. Note that there may not be a single hop path between each term in a potential ADR; thus, term vertices may appear in the path between ADR terms that are not included in the extracted ADR.

The features used by the CRF are:

- Dependency relations present in the path
- Terms present in the path (no distinction is made between head terms and modifier terms)
- Term appearance anywhere in the MedSyn thesaurus [15]
- Head term appearance anywhere in the MedSyn thesaurus
- Modifier term appearance anywhere in the MedSyn thesaurus

These features capture the terms and dependency relations present in the path, and whether each term could be part of an ADR (i.e., whether it exists in MedSyn). This allows the CRF to determine if the path should be followed. When training the CRF, each set of features corresponding to an ADR that is known to exist in a post is given the “FOLLOW” label. Each set of features that corresponds to an ADR that does not exist but could (i.e., a bag-of-words sliding window method with a large window would extract the ADR but the ADR is actually not expressed in the post) is given a “DON’T_FOLLOW” label.

To find ADRs using this method, the CRF is given a set of features for each ADR whose terms exist in the post (i.e., each ADR that would be found using a sliding window approach when the window size is equal to the post’s length). The ADR is extracted if the CRF predicts the “FOLLOW” label.

3.2 Linking Drugs to ADRs

While it is impossible to determine whether a relationship expressed between a drug and an ADR is true, namely true causation, it is still helpful to detect when such a relationship is expressed. For example, a relationship between the drug “Tamoxifen” and the ADR “hot flashes” is expressed in the sentence “I’ve been having hot flashes since I started taking Tamoxifen.” We detect such relationships by using a CRF to label drug mentions as “DRUG<drug name>-” and ADRs linked to the drug as “<drug name>-ADR.” The CRF is run on terms that are each given the following binary features:

- Term itself
- Part-of-speech tag for the three terms before the current term and after the current term (e.g., “VB@-3”). The tags were found using the Stanford Log-linear Part-of-Speech Tagger [12]. Three terms were used because this performed better than using two terms; increasing the window size to four terms did not improve performance.
- The part-of-speech tag for the current term
• The appearance of the current term as a term anywhere in the thesaurus
• The current term matches the name of a known drug
• The types of the dependency relations that the term appears in as either a head or modifier term anywhere in the post (e.g., “dobj, nsubj”)

The CRF is used to label ADR’s caused by a drug as “<drug name>-ADR.” Any ADR with a term bearing the “<drug name>-ADR” label is linked to the drug <drug name> by our system.

4. EVALUATION
We describe our dataset in Section 4.1. We use this dataset to evaluate our ADR extraction performance in Section 4.2 and to evaluate our drug linking performance in Section 4.3.

4.1 Dataset
Evaluating our algorithms requires a corpus from which to extract ADRs and the drugs associated with them, a domain-specific thesaurus listing terms and phrases that are equivalent (i.e., refer to the same ADR), and annotations indicating the ADRs expressed in the corpus and the drugs associated with these ADRs.

We used a corpus consisting of 400,000 posts crawled from the Breastcancer.org³ and FORCE⁴ forums. The posts were primarily chosen from sub-forums related to the discussion of ADRs caused by breast cancer drugs. Information on obtaining the corpus is available in [14]. MedSyn [15], a list of synonyms in the medical ADR domain that includes both expert (e.g., “arthralgia”) and non-expert (e.g., “joint pain”) terms, was used as our thesaurus. MedSyn is derived from a subset of the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus (UMLS) [3]; a description of how MedSyn was constructed is available in [15].

The corpus posts were annotated. Non-medically trained annotators were asked to read posts, annotate the ADRs present in the posts, and, if mentioned, indicate the drug that the user associated with each ADR. Annotators were instructed to only annotate first-hand accounts of an ADR and allowed to skip ADRs that were related to a medical procedure (e.g., surgery or chemotherapy). Each post was annotated by three separate annotators; posts and annotations that did not meet this criterion were discarded. In total, the annotators annotated approximately 600 posts with a total of 2,100 annotations. MedSyn was used to treat different terms or phrases that expressed the same ADR as equivalent. Fleiss’ Kappa was calculated to be 0.37, indicating fair inter-rater reliability. To use these annotations as ground truth, we discarded any ADRs that were found by only one annotator. When evaluating our ADR extraction performance, we only included the 1,700 annotations that were related to one of the following breast cancer drugs: Arimidex, Aromasin, Femara, Nolvadex, and Taxotere. The annotations and URLs of the forum posts are available on our website⁵.

We used the annotations to evaluate our methods rather than using the ADRs listed on drug labels. While we expect that some of the ADRs listed on drug labels are also expressed in the forum posts, other listed ADRs may be infrequent and should not be expected to be found. Annotations are used to perform a more direct evaluation by comparing the ADRs and drug relationships we extract to the annotated ADRs and relationships. Furthermore, the annotations may be used to train and evaluate supervised methods when coupled with the forum posts they correspond to.

4.2 ADR Extraction
We used our corpus and annotations to evaluate ADR extraction performance. Five-fold cross-validation was used.

The results, the baselines, and the DepADR system described in this paper are shown in Table 1. The percentages in parentheses indicate a system’s performance relative to ADRTrace’s. An asterisk (*) indicates a statistically significant change in performance at p < 0.05. ADRTrace+DepADR indicates that every ADR extracted by either the ADRTrace or DepADR system is returned. Window is a bag-of-words sliding window system with sliding windows of size 25; we chose a large window to establish an upper-bound on recall.

Window achieves the highest recall, as would be expected. Using DepADR in conjunction with ADRTrace yields a 7% increase in recall without harming precision, supporting our hypothesis that dependency relations can be used to extract additional ADRs without returning many more false positives. When used by itself, DepADR achieves a 56% improvement in precision at the expense of a 48% reduction in recall. This is unsurprising given DepADR’s focus on carefully choosing which terms may compose ADRs. These results suggest that DepADR can be paired with an existing system to improve performance when recall is important or used by itself in scenarios where a higher precision is desired.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADRTrace</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRTrace+DepADR</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.65 (+7%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepADR</td>
<td>0.61 (+56%)*</td>
<td>0.32 (-48%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>0.32 (-18%)*</td>
<td>0.74 (+21%)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Drug Linking
We used our corpus and annotations to evaluate our method for linking drugs to ADRs. Five-fold cross-validation was used. We compare our performance to a baseline that returns all (drug, ADR) pairs that exist in a post.

The results are shown in Table 2. The percentages in parentheses indicate a system’s performance relative to Baseline’s. An asterisk (*) indicates a statistically significant change in performance at p < 0.05. The baseline outperforms our system in terms of recall, which is to be expected given that the baseline returns every possible link. Our system performs 17% better in terms of precision. Coupled with our relatively low recall, these results suggest that our CRF approach is promising but could be improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DepADR Linking</td>
<td>0.63 (+17%)*</td>
<td>0.36 (-64%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ http://community.breastcancer.org/
⁴ http://www.facingourrisk.org/messageboard/index.php
⁵ http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/adr_forum_annotations
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed novel methods for extracting ADRs from social media and linking each ADR to the drug that the user identified as being responsible for the ADR. We use supervised methods for both tasks that are trained on our annotated dataset. Our ADR extraction method makes extensive use of dependency relations to precisely choose potential terms to match against ADRs. Our results show that our ADR extraction method statistically significantly outperforms two previously proposed methods, while our drug linking method outperforms a simple baseline.

This work is clearly preliminary; future work will refine the approach described and combine various approaches to improve precision without significantly hampering recall.
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